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0 Lerner opens with a baseball com-
ment, see Sportsweek, page 7-B 
· WUCF changes its tunes 
to attract outside ·funding 
by Mike Griffin 
Editor In chief 
News that the student-staffed 
WUCF-FM was changing its pro-
grammfng fo~t from soft rock to 
a predominantly big bands to~e cer-
tamly wasn't music to everyone's 
ears. 
· · According to Station Manager 
Keith Fowles, a career service 
employee hired by the admi~stra­
tion to manage the 8,000 watt sta-
tion, the March 16 change was made 
to help secure more funding for. 
WUCF. 
"I was told by the administration 
to find other sources of funding," 
Fowles said. "To secure programming 
underwriting from the private 
business sector, the music fo~t 
must appeal to the 35- to 54-year-old 
business person who would be making 
the decision" to donate funds. 
Most members ot the student 
staff, however, were far from sup-
portive of the change. "I didn't like 
the way it was dropped on us, " 
Music Director Mike Mangon said. 
"There. was no input from us (the 
student staff), no chance to come up 
with funding alternatives for the old 
format.'' 
Mangon said the student staff did 
not learn of the new format plan un-
til it was announced at the station's 
board of directors meeting in October. 
WUCF's board of directors is head-
ed by Dr. K. P. Taylor, department 
of communication, and consists of 
three university staff members, three 
members of the cormp.unity and three 
students. 
Currently 92 percent, or $151,800, ' 
of the station's funding comes from 
the administration with Student 
Government provjding 7 percent, or 
$12,917. -
Private donations provide 1 percent 
of the station's $165,000 budget. 
Fowles said that private funds will ' 
have to account for $150,000 of that· 
budget by 1986. 
Fowles conceded that the pro-
bability of losing his student 
listeners was high, but asserted that 
·as station manager he had to "adopt 
a format that would . ensure· the 
station .continues to provide these 
students the· experience they need.'' 
John Martin, station program 
director, concurred with Fowles. 
''We'll qefinitely lose. most of our 
day listeners; hopefully we'll still 
pick them up at night for jazz· and 
progressive rock. " · 
However, Martin also expressed 
d~ubts that many student s will stay 
up between 11 p.m. ~d 2 a.m. to 
hear the rock show. "It's not prac- Healthful hi"nts·. 
tical to ~xpect people with 8 a.m. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
classes to stay up that late," Martin 
said. 
Fowles said he hasn't secured any 
WUCF, page 7-A 
An exhibit in the Health Fair March 10 relays vital lifesaving information. 
See Newsbeat, page 2, for details on the fair. 
Senate passes scholarship bill during 41'2-hour session 
by Roger Simmons 
Future news 
One week after a dismal session 
marred by political co11Vontation, 
UCF's student senate on March 10 
held one of . its most productive 
meetings this term. 
The senate passed a bill 
establishing a Student Government 
scholarship program, introduced by 
senators Robert Burkett and Dorothy 
Raymond. 
The money for the scholarships will 
be generated by having all available 
Activities and Service Fee funds in-
vested into state agency accounts, 
with the int.erest reverting to the 
scholarship program. 
Considerable time was spent 
debating requirements for the 
scholarship program. Originally, the 
bill stated that eligible students mus~ 
maintain an overall grade point 
average of 3.0. 
Sen. Stan · Halbert introduced an 
amendment to the bill stating that a 
student must have a 3.0 GPA to get 
the scholarship, but can only lose the 
scholarship if a "B" average is not 
maintained for two consecutive 
.. 
In opposition to lowering standards, 
senate Pro Tempore Dave Kiser 
argued, "We want to set a standard of 
The senate approved Halbert's 
amendment with most senators 
agreeing that all students usually 
have at least one bad semester· and 
that a student on this scholarship 
program should not be penalized for 
semes~rs. · 
"Should we penalize someone for 
messing up one semester?" 
questioned Sen. Richard Possien, 
speaking in support of the amend-
µient. · 
· excellence." He went" on to say that if 
the requirements for retaining the 
scholarship were lowered, why ·not 
lower the general requirements for the 
scholarship by having students with a 
"2.7 or 2.0 GPA be eligible?" 
. one bad term, provided tha~ his GP A 
Senate, page 15-A 
Christian speaker draws 700 for sex talk 
by Carolyn Riebel 
Future news 
Josh McDowell, in his first UCF appearance, began 
his often humorm~s. often heated lecture entitled 
"Maximum Sex," by saying he was not here to 
shove his Christian beliefs down the listeners 
throats. · 
And he didn It. 
Josh, as he is called on the university lecture cir-
cuit, has written 14 best .selling books ~nd has 
spokeµ to over seven million ~o.llege students at 600 
universities in 62 countries. 
Sponsored by the Intervarsity Fellowship Chris_. 
tian Athletics, Agape Fellowship and Baptist Cam-
pus Ministries, McDowell spoke at noon Wednesday . 
in the gym. 
A captivating speaker, he kept about 700 students 
and faculty in their seats with his casual humor and 
occasional shouts. 
McDowell said most people want an intimate rela-
tionship with someone but go about it in the wrong 
way by striving to have a physical relationship first. 
He sai~ some people believe that if they are good 
lovers for th~ir partners then they can overcome any 
problems that might arise in their relationships. This 
is not so, he claims. 
"A good sex life is a result of a relationshiR, not 
the cause of a relationship," he said. ' 
Josh, page 7-A 
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State legislative internship off~red 
The Florida House of Representatives Intern Program is accepting ap-
plications for the 1983-84 period. The program provides training· on 
legislative and public policy for college graduates and graduate students 
in Florida. Legislative interns work as research assistants for House com-
mittees in Tallahassee. 
The internship is from Aug. 16, 1983 to Aug. 16, 1984. Applicants 
must have at least a bachelor~s degree by August 1983 to_be eligible. 
Interns will receive $600 a month for one year. The House of Represen-
tatives will pay fees ,up to 12 hours per semester during fall 1983, spring 
1984 and summer 1984 academic terms. . 
Interested students can obtain applications and further information in 
AD 360, or call x-2502. Applications must be mailed to Tallahassee by 
March 31. 
8 agencies exhib~t in health fair 
The university's College of Health presented its Health Fair and Ex-
hibition March 10, with hopes to bring outside interest to the college 
while providing. a public service, according to Steve Pfiffer, a major in 
medical technology. 
'fhe fair was organized by the Student Advisory Co~ttee to the Col-
lege of Health's dean. The committee is composed of 15 students from 
each department and ·program in the college. 
Pfiffer said the main purpose of the. Health Fair was to bring "outside 
input to look the college over." He estimated that off-campus visitors out 
numbered campus visitors by a 2-1 ratio. 
Eight off-campus agencies were represented including the American 
Cancer Society, Up John Health Care and the Sickle Cell Disease Foun-
dation. 
Some services offered by the College of Health included blood pressure 
and a hemacutometer measurements, hearing tests and lung function 
tests. · 
Dr. Owen Elder, dean of the College of Health, . said he was pleased that 
this year's fair, which lasted from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the SCA, was 
successful in providing a community service while bringing students 
together to discuss their future careers. 
Each department and outside agency had its own booth where it either 
gave out health-related information or tested.visitors. 
Funding for the fair came from the Student Government, which 
allocated $190, Pfiffer said. The money was used for mailing and adver-
tising costs, he said. 
Social Work Chairman lauded 
Dr. Kenneth Kazmer ski, chair· 
man of the department of social 
work at UCF, received an award 
for his outstanding leadership as 
social worker, educator and ad-
ministrator March 10 by the Cen-
tral Florida chapter of th,e National 
Association of Social Workers. 
Every year, NASW local units 
recognize one outstanding member 
for increasing public awareness and 
understanding of the profession. 
Kazmerski has been department chairman at UCF for the past three 
years. . 
He received his bachelor and master of social work degrees from the 
University of Michigan and his doctorate of social work in education/ad-
ministration from City University of New York. 
-
Western party features guitarist 
The Central Florida Billy Graham Crusade and UCF's Baptist Campus 
Ministry will sponsor a western shindig on the SC green March 24 at 7 p.m. 
Dennis Agajanian, billed the world's fastest flat-pick guitarist, will provide 
entertainment. There will be free Mountain Dew. Dress western. 
For more information, call the Campus Ministry office at x-2468. 
Law club will hold off.icer elections 
UCF Students of Jurisprudence, an organization open to all students in-
terested in entering the field of law after graduation, will hold a meeting to 
elect new officers for the 1983-84 school year on Wednesday March 23 at 11 
a.m. in the Student Organizational Lounge. Anyone interested in lel;ll'ning 
about the organization, becoming a member or running for office is invited 
to attend. For more information, contact Bill Hardman at 275-4310. 
In addition, the UCF student body presidential and vice-presidential can-
didates will be present to discuss their platforms. 
International Students meeting tod·ay 
The Association of International Students will hold a meeting today from = 
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium to discuss International 
Week, and club activities and elections. All students may participate. 
Those who wish to be club officers must pick up the necessary forms in . 
room 162 in the Student Center. They must be turned in by March 25. For 
more information, call x-2653. · 
Aid available for Scottish descendant 
Applications for a scholarship from the Scottish-American Society of 
Central Florida is available in the Financial Aid Office. Requirements are 
as follows: must be· a direct descendant from a Scottish ancestor; must 
have lived in Florida for ~ver a year; must carry a full-time academic 
class load; and must have a 3.3 GPA. Por more information, call x-2827. 
• 
• 
• 
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Media expert unveils truth in ads 
by Andrea Farr 
Future news 
the advertising industry wi_th her two-
part series on the exploits of the trade 
at the Student Center Auditorium 
Leafing through a magazine you March 14 and 15 .. The two slide 
stop to momentarily glance at an ad presentations, titled "Under the In-
. of a bottle of Tabasco sauce held over fluence' The Pushing of Alcohol via 
t · •~to Th d · Advertism· g," and "The Naked Truth: an open, s~mmg powi . e a is 
labeled: "The exciter!" What do you The $60 billion per year 
do next? 
According to Dr. Jean Kilbourne, advertising industry 'tells us 
you probab~ quickly turn the page, who we. are and what we 
but your unconscious mind screams, should be.' 
"My gosh! That tobasco bottle is Jean Kilbourne 
having intercourse with that baked ------------
potato!" Advertising's Image of Women," are 
Kilbourne, nationally renown media compilations of. print advertising ac-
analyst, lecturer and writer, blasted companied by Kilbourne's i_nsights 
Do It All Nig.ht 
GAME NIGHT ; 
- · Marla SC Gameroom · 1opm -Sam 
Easter Egg Hunt 
Apr. 2nd . IOam ·EG'N AUD 
.. featuring: . Visit by the Easter Bunny 
movie: . Wizard of Oz 
ages: 2-7 · hunt, and party 
and criticisms. 
"Primarily, I feel advertising reflects 
the mythology of society,'' 
Kilbourne said. "It distorts reality. 
The point of view it reflects is only the 
point of view of the most · dominant, 
powerful group (in society). All other 
t ttitudes and values are invisible. 
By using several examples of ads, 
Kilbourne revealed some astounding 
sales tactics which might be con-
sciously missed when ads are viewed 
separately. 
A c\eluge of pretty faces t.ell women 
they must be· beautiful and perfect, 
she said. · 
"The woman in ads is a picture of 
Page3-A 
/ . 
Jean Kilbourne, media specialist ·· 
absolute flawlessness,'' Kilbourne 
said. "She certainly h.as no scars or 
blemishes. Indeed, she has no pores.'' 
Kilbourne said no one can achieve 
this image in reality, not even the 
model. The flawlessness is the 
product of skilled photographers and 
Kilb0urne, page 15-A -
· PfWHE'S 
oufi~WHERE 
SOM!WHERE! Mad Max 
Mar25 
8:30 SCA 
@·TEAM IS BACK 
The University of Central Florida Orientation Team 1983~84 
is looking for a few good people. If you enjoy meeting new 
people.expanding and applyin.g your creativity, sign up now! 
. -· -
Applications available at SC Main· Desk 
. - . 
DEADLINE - Wed. March 22nd 
For further insight into O·TEAM, please attend ... · 
O·TEAM Introductory Meeting 
TODAY -March 18th · 3~5 pm SCA 
Qualifications and res onsibilities to be discussed 
Page4-A .Future-March 18, 1983 
Radiation therapy adds to radiolOgiC sciences 
by Donna Howe~ 
Future news 
UCF's radiologic science studies 
will be expanded in May to include a 
bachelor's degree program in radia· 
tion therapy. 
_ The two-year upper division cur-
riculum will train technologists to 
·administer radiation treatments to 
cancer patients. Juniors in the radia-
: ti on therapy program will spend the 
first summer and fall semsters at 
UCF, then three semesters at the 
Dayt9na Beach campus. · · 
Students will spend 20 to 30 hours 
each of those three semesters in a 
clinical education program at 
Halifax Medical Center, in addition 
to taking classes at the Daytona 
Beach campus. 
Students' last semester will be 
-spent at UCF' s main campus. . 
"The program comes with a built.-
Span ky 
in intemshlp in the clinical educa-
tion program,' ' said Dr. Jo Geren 
Edwards, director and assistant pro-
fessor of radiologic sciences at UCF. 
"Local hospitals are excited about 
the radiation therapy curriculum, 
especially with so man~ cancer 
treatment centers opening in the 
area." 
Hospitals with treatment centers 
include Orlando Regional Medical 
Center and its · Sanford branch, 
Florida Hospital in Orlando, and 
hospitals in Lakeland, Melbourne, 
Titusville and Winter Haven, she 
said. 
''Demand for qualified technicians . 
is intense," Edwards said. "I know 
of five or six openings locally as well 
as about three in surrounding 
areas~'' A survey by the American 
Society of Radiological . Technologists 
revealed a deficit of qualified 
technicians in every state. 
Graduates will be qualified to take 
the National Certifying Exam of the 
American Registry of Radiologic 
Technologists, Edwards said. The 
certifcation· enables graduates to 
practice radiation therapy in any 
state. "Ten-year prediction shows the 
demand for technologists doubling,'' 
she said. 
The only Florida university to of-
fer a bachelor's degree in radiation 
therapy, UCF will admit only eight 
students into the program per 
semester. The radiologic sciences 
department and Halifax Medical 
Center are jointly funding the pro-
gram. It costs about $60,000 a year. 
Edwards said the degree program 
has been in development for three 
According to Judy Bond, a per- years. Two years ago, a pilot pro-
sonnel interviewer at Florida gram was conduct~d in the radiation 
Hospital: "There is such a scarce therapy curriculum. Twenty-three 
students graduated With a cer-
num ber of radiation therapy tificate in radiation therapy 
technologists that we almost always technology after attending night 
have to get them from out of state. · classes for two years. 
We usually hire one to two each 
year." Besides the clinical education pro-
Bond said that a starting salary for gram, students will study 
a radiation therapy technologist with dosimetry, which is the practice of 
a two-year degree is $18,000 ·per year. gauging the correct amount of 
According to Edwards, graduates medication or radiation to be ad-
with a four-year degree have an edge ministered; pathology, radiation 
and may earn $20,000 per year to physics, and patient care and 
·start. psychology. 
by Carl McKnight 
,--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
MAY PREVENT STROKE! 
. Proper diet 
Reduce high blood pressure 
*End smoking habit 
View diabetes and high blood 
pressure as hign risks 
Eliminate stress 
Notify your doctor of stroke warning signs 
Take your medication as prescribed 
-Smoking is a possible risk of stroke 
For more information on stroke, write: Stroke Council , 
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box 
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742 t ' 
o.American . Heart .~ Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
·one of the 
easiest P.arts 
of becomjng 18. 
'.... , ~ ' 
. ~ ' . . ' .· . 
If you're about to tum 18, ifs time 
to register with Selective Servic;e. 
Registration doesn't mean you're 
going to. be drafted. It doesn't 
mean you have to give.up any 
rights to deferments. Registration 
just gives Selective Service a list 
of names our country can draw 
uom if there's ever a national 
emergency. 
Here's how to register. Within a 
month of your 18th birthday, go 
down to the nearest U.S. Post Office. 
Pick up the simple registration 
form and till it out Then hand it to the postal clerk. Thaf s all there 
is to it. It only takes five minutes. 
Ifs quick Ifs easy. And ifs the law. 
National Headquarters 
Selective Service System Washington D.C. ·20435 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
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America to bear· British subjects? 
British debate team matches wits with UCF 
by Kathleen G. Foronda they've maint.ained with such little ef-
Monag1ng editor fort." . 
Student debaters from Great Speaking against the proposal that 
Britian and UCF slung good-natured America wanted to· come under 
insults at each other during a debate British rule, Phillips remarked that 
in the SCA Monday afternoon. Mackaskill's arguments were a result 
They addressed the proposal that of "listening too much to Donny 
Americans resent their independence Osmond albums." . 
and want to reclaim their long lost Phillips said one reason the idea 
subservience to Mother England. wouldn't work is -the great difference 
The program was sponsored by the in the two cultures. "What is the dif-
Program and Activities Council, the ference between yogurt and 
College of Arts and Sciences, the America,'' he queried. ''Yogurt has an 
communication department and active Culture." . . 
Student Government. Randy Tl].e British debater scoffed at 
Freeman and Paul Mackaskill dueled America's love for hamburgers, 
the 1983 British debate team of Mark 'noting, "I understand you-ladies do 
Phillips and Giles Kavanagh. · enjoy a whopper." A few members 
Mackaskill opened by saying that f>'~m the audience growled in response. 
one disadvantage to being an · in-
dependent state was that the United Pl>Jllips also said that if Americans 
States "no longei- has a royal monar- wanted t6 be accepted by the British, 
chy to look toward for guidance.'' ' " 
Photo by Kevin Griggs 
UCF debators squared off with. the British debate team Monday. From left 
to right (ll'e Randy Freeman, Paul Mackaskill (UCF) and Mark Philiip.s and · 
Giles Kavanagh (Britain). 
they would have to practice self-
determination. "If Mr. (Jimmy) Car-
t.er was running the Falklands crisis 
there would be a million sheep in 
Miami by now." 
UCF's second debater, Freeman, 
followed· Phillips' speech with a list of 
changes that the United States will 
undergo in order tQ regain British 
recognition. 
Debate, page 13-A 
• 
He lamented the fact · that 
Americans had no strong leaders like ~i::;· ~~~t::,~ Funeral services· held for sociology professor· 
small crowd reeled with laughter. 
Mackaskill praised the United . by Craig Lee 
Kingdom' S honorable defense Of the . Future news 
Falkland Islands from the "Argen- . . , 
t . · M " H dd d th t A memorial sel'Vlce for John T. iman enace. e a e a . . 
B 'tain' f · bl to "30 Washington, associate professor of n s orces were a e save ... . 1 h ld t 4 Th percent of the world's most valuable s:o .0~h ';;1s . e .a A P:OO. ur-
rocks'' and thousands of sheep from s Y m e ngmeenn~ u nu~. · 
danger. · Washington collapsed at a commit. 
Comparing the economic states of tee meeting for the Walt Disney 
Britain and the United States, . World Community Service Awards 
Mackaskill said with remorse, "For March 10 and died of a heart attack, 
some reason, we cannot seem to top according to the Orlando Sentinel. He 
the 10 percent inflation rate ~hat was 41. 
Funeral services for Washington board of the Orange Coun~v NAACP, 
were held 2 p.m. Wednesday at and the Central Florida committee of 
Mount Pleasant Missionary Baptist the United Negro College Fund. 
Church, 4077 Prince Hall Boulevard, Washington also gave his time to 
in Orlando. UCF President Trevor Meals on Wheels, founded and 
Colbourn canceled classes Wednesday pastored First Church of Peace in 
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in honor of 9rlando, and lielped found UCF's 
Washington. Black Student Union. 
· · Washington is survived by his wife, 
He was a member of the Orlando Alma sons Terrence and Tom, 
Crime ~ev_ention Commission, the ·daughter Alma Bradshaw, and 
Metropolitan Orlando Urban League, mother Mrs. Armetta Washington. 
the Orlando Housing Authority, the · W hi 
as ngton, page 7-A 
UNITED PARCEL 
SERVICE 
Attention Students 
United Parcel Service will be accepting applications for part-
time loading and unloading positic;>ns. Pay $8.00 per hour. 
Mon - Fri work week. 150 positions open. Working hours are 
4:00am - 8:00am, 5:30pm -9:30pm, or 11:00pm to 3:00am. See 
the personnel representative on March 23rd 1983. Interviews 
will be held at 6127 Anno Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32809 at 10:00am. 
Important no_te: Bring complete addresses, zip codes and 
phon~ numbers of all previous employers. Equal opportunUy 
employment M/F. 
' 
Paxe6-A 
.. A WILLINGNESS TO SERVE, AN ABILITY TO SUCCEED 
THE MOST EXPERIENCED CANDIDATE . .. 
Member 13th, 14th, 15th Student Senate 
Current Pro Tempore 
1982 Senator of the year-
_2 years on Activity Service Fee Commit~ 
OAF Chairman 
· Member Lambda Chi Alpha 
... WORKING FOR YOU 
EXPERIENCED . . -. 
Member 13th, 14th, 15th Student Senate 
Chairman LJR Senate Rules Committee 
Member Sigma Chi Fraternity 
Vice President College Democrats 
Treasurer Political Science Pre-Law Union 
.iJA. VE WILL . .. 
Expanded programming .· 
· and services for students-
Workable book exchange 
Yearbook 
Fight any tuition increases 
· or financial aid cuts 
Expanded support for 
clubs & Organizations 
Expanded typing services 
MONTY IS ... 
Working for a strong~r senate 
Working for one Student · 
Government, not two 
Working for better relations· 
between the Senate and 
the Administration 
Working for more student 
representation at the 
state level-
Workin~ for expanding student 
services and support 
. for clubs and organizations 
• • 
' .., 
• 
Help our 
colleJ'eS cope 
with fuflation. 
Them~ney 
you__gwe 
may decide 
whether rm to be 
or not to be. 
-William Shakespeare 
Poet. Actor. Playwright 
V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney 
Personal Injury and WrongfulDeat 
Defective Product Injuries 
Criminal Law · 
Initial consultation 
available without charge 
16 West Pine Street 
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342 
EPICUREAN 
Restaurant 
American and Mediterranean 
Cuisine 
Specializing In Greek Food 
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and 
WildGmne 
Fine Wines 
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till 
7900 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando. Fla. 
277-2881 
Eileen Samelson/Future 
Josh McDowell 
Future-March 18, 1983 
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"Most men hit the sheets to solve a problem. But 
a woman doesn't want the man to touch her until he 
talks to her about it. She ends up giving in to him, 
and she gets negative feelings about this beautiful 
gift of God," he said. _ 
McDowell said a marriage commitment doesn't 
cause problems but as opposed to living together br-
ings problems to t:iie surface faster and shows· us 
how selfish we are. "We want sex without commit-
ment and responsibility," he said. ' 
The main purpose of sex is bringing a man and a 
woman together in oneness, not procreation, he said. 
It is meant to be with one special person and take a 
lifetime to enjoy, McDowell said. 
"The quality of your love life is a reflection of your 
character, and character is not. built overnight. 
. He received applause when he suggested that a 
woman tell a man who insists that "everyone is do-
ing it" that it shouldn't be too hard to find someone 
else to do it with. 
"Guys don't like used furniture but love to be in 
the antiqlling business,'' he said to a laughing crowd. 
The most desirable kind of love is an unconditional 
kind, according to McDowell. It means thinking not 
of what you can get from someone but rather what 
you can give, he explained. 
This powerful kind of love causes changes in t~e 
person receiving it, he said. It makes a person want 
to change to please his partner. He said he and his 
wlf e have this kind of relationship. 
McDowell said his wife accepts him as he is, and 
because he knows what .changes she would like to see 
in his character, ·he strives to please her. 
The opposite type of love is ~ competitive kind 
that has requirements, such as "I love you if you are 
ric.h," or "I love you because you are good-looking," 
he said. This type of love can produce competition 
and jealousy because a partner might fear that hi~ 
mate will find someone else with more attractive 
qualities, he said. 
Colbourn said perhaps there was 
something symbolic about the cir· 
cumst.ances of his death-he died at a 
community awards meeting surroun-
ded by leaders of the community. 
Dr. Burton Wright, professor of 
sociology and a former professor of 
Washington's at Rollins College, said, 
"It's hard to replace a dedicat.ed 
human being like that because there 
,. aren't a heck of a lot of them around." 
WUCF -- from page 1-A 
funding for the format yet, because 
the new program hasn't had the 
chance to really be heard. "People 
won't buy a pig in the poke. Until 
they can µear the sound, they won't 
underwrite it." 
Fowles describes the . new Big 
Band sound as a "bright, up temp, 
happy sound." 
The week-day schedule consists of 
classical music from 6 a.m. to 8 a.in., 
then bandstand, concert hall and 
jazz music to 11 p.m. Progressive 
rock/jazz will follow until 1 a.m. 
As for his student staff's reaction 
to the format change, Fowles says 
he sympathizes with their feelings, " 
but they may have already learned 
from a most important bit of ex· 
perience. "Format changes," Fowles 
said, "are a big part of a 'Real 
World' br~adcasting." 
... 
. . . · •::· t:p,t~· · .·?: .: · 
.. .. : ...... 
·. ·· ... 
,-···. 
. ... " ··"( 
:; . ... 
.. .. 
.. \ -... 
GEN ERAL FD0Da 
~ 1982 General Foods Corporation ___ ....,. 
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SG ELECTIONS '83: EIGH 
President: 
Mark Gear.v 
• Strong stand on O·Team, Peer Ad· 
visement 
• ASF money for lnterhall activities 
• Full support- for U~F Athletics 
If elected student body president, 
·Sen. Mark Geary plans to ensure full 
administrative funding of UCF 's 
Orientation . Team and Peer Advise· 
ment programs and an increase of two , 
days for the add/drop period. 
Last year Geary introduced and 
helped pass a resolution refusing to 
· allocate Activities and Service Fee 
money for the 0-T~am and Peer Ad· 
visement programs .. 
Geary is currently a member of the 
O·Team and said that funding for both 
programs is the responsibility of the 
administration. 
In addition, Geary said he wants 
Peer Advisement to have office hours 
once a week and to be more available to 
students dtiring registration. 
"Dorms and fraternities don't 
have to be at odds-they can 
mutually coexist" 
Last year Geary helped introduce a 
proposal for two days to be added onto 
add/drop. Although the issue was not 
resolved then, he wants to follow up on 
the idea. 
"Three days is too short to decide if 
you want a class/' Geary said. 
A business administration and 
psychology major, Geary said his 
strong point is money management. 
He is a member of the Activities and 
Service Fee Committee, the Organiza-
tion Appropriateions. and Finance 
Committee and is on the executive 
committee of Delta Sigma Pi, a 
business fratenµty. The 22-year-old 
candidate has been in the senate for 
two years. 
Geary i~ also Inter·hall president for 
the dorms and said as president, he 
would try to get Activities and Service 
Fee money for some Inter-hat! ac~ 
tivities, such as a camping trip each 
semester. 
Geary said he would continue to sup-
port greek housing. "Dorms and frater-
nities don't have to be at odds-They 
can mutually co-exist," he said. 
Geary, captain of the wrestling team, 
supports a stronger athletic program. 
Robert Burkett 
• Establish council of grad students 
• Active lobby campaign· for U CF 
needs 
• Reduce· SG salaries 
Robert Burkett says he is the most 
qualified student body . presidential 
candidate because of his experience in 
the student senate, a president's 
cabinet and state-level politics. 
The 21-year-old candidate is chair-
man of one of the most powerful senate 
Richard Possien 
• Improve SG public relations 
• Establish a presidents' council of 
organizations 
• Fight for longer . spring break 
Unlike his opponents, _ the bulk of 
presidential candidate Richard Pos-
sien' s · experience does not come from 
Student Government. . Possien is a 
student senator this year, but concen· 
trated his efforts as Homecoming 
chairman. 
"It's about time we emphasize 
projects and programs for · all 
students'' 
Possien also served on the· Program 
and Activities Council board of direc-
tors and co-chairs this year's Greek 
. Week. He is a member of Sigma Alpha 
-------------- Epsilon ~aternity and the Student 
committees, Organizations, Appropria-
tions and Finance, and has served -in 
the 14th and. 15th senat~s. 
In the executive branch of govern-
ment, Burkett was executive adviser to 
former president George Chandler. 
If elected, Bqrkett said he plans to 
· spend time lobbying in Tallahassee and 
cited his previous position of research 
adviser to UCF's student regent as 
preparation for the job .. 
Burkett said: "We spend too much 
money on (SG) salaries. It's about time· 
we emphasize projects and programs 
for all student~ ·and expand them." 
Burkett said· he would establish a 
council for graduate students to keep 
abreast of their needs, would favor 
holding campus rallies on vital issues 
concerning students, and would sup-
port financial aid proW-ams such as 
SG-funded emergency short-term loans 
and scholarships. -
· Legislation Burkett has worked on 
include Alafaya Trail road im-
provements, audiovisual equipment 
purchases for clubs and organizations, 
and funding for the first Engineering 
Day. B~kett also introduced legisla-
tion to give money to upgrade ROTC 
programs. 
Burkett has been at UCF for three 
years and is majoring in Engineering· 
Mathematics and Computer Systems, 
and Bus~ess Administration. 
Ceµter Planning Expansion Commit-
tee. 
An advertising major, 20-year-old 
Possien ·said SG's biggest problem is 
its public relations. He blames part of 
the university's overwhemling amount 
"Student Govt. has no respect" 
of student apathy on SG's lack of 
visibility. "Student Government has 
no respect," he said. 
To resolve this problem Possiell: if 
elected, plans to inform students with 
periodic speeches on the Student 
Center Green. 
Possien also plans to set up a council 
of presidents, wherein campµs group 
leaders will mee~ at a regular time to 
discuss available student services. 
Possien p1ans to run a more liberal 
financial policy. "Since students pay 
money while they're in school, they 
should get the money while they're in · 
school," he said.- · 
· If necessary, Possien would consent 
to subsidizing university programs 
such as Peer Advisement and the 
Orientation Team, if necessary. 
Working with any of the vice 
presidential candidates poses no pro-
blems to Possien. 
As for state lobbying efforts, Possien 
supports having a strong chief lob· 
byist. He said this would enable him as 
president to concentrate his efforts on 
the campus community. 
He also plans to fight for a longer 
spring break and will work to halt fur-
ther financial aid cuts. 
David Kiser 
• Increase funding for PAC 
.• Hold weekly cabinet meetings 
• Set up senate representation for 
grad students 
Sen. Dave Kiser said he'll try to im· 
plement a workable book exchange and 
provide for student senate seats f<» 
graduate students if he is elected stu-
. dent body president. 
"I'm not a political science major or 
a professional politician, I.Just want to 
"I just want to serve my fellow 
students" 
serve students,'' Kiser sajd. 
The 21-year-old computer science 
major has been with Student Govern· 
ment for nearly four years. He was 
chairman of the Organizations, Ap· 
propriations and Finance Committ~ 
last year and was also chosen Outstan· 
ding Senator for that year. 
Kiser is currently senate pro tern· 
pore, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity. 
.. 
One change Kiser would like to make 
in SG is the disbursement of Activity 
and Service Fee money to campus 
clubs and organizations. 
Kiser proposes t;o allow the Pro· 
grams and Activities Council to handle 
the money, contending that since PAC , 
is more familiar with campus groups 1 
and special programs, it would be able 
to properly allocate money and thus 1 
allow the senate to concentrate e.a 
other things. 
He also plans to support the publica· 
tion of a student yearbook. 
In order to guarantee clear com-
munication between the legislative and 
executive branches, Kiser plans to hold 
weekly cabinet meetings. 
He said he is in favor of strong lobby-
ing efforts in Tallahassee and would 
fight for keeping the drinking age at lo9 
and stopping cuts in financial aid. 
As far as funding university pro-
grams like Peer Advisement and the 
Orientation Team, Kiser said he would 
fight to keep the administration from 
placing the burden on students. 
Kiser said he foresaw having no pro-
blems working with any of the vice 
presidential candidates. · 
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.VIE FOR TOP EXECUTIVE POSTS 
Vice President: 
Richard Fish 
1 More interaction between Senate 
and administration 
1 Encourage improved fiscal accoun-
tability of SG president 
More interaction between UCF ad-
n@tlstration and Student Senate will 
increase SG effectl.veness, according to 
Student Government vice presidential 
candidate Richard Fish. 
Fish said that, if elected, he will 
spend 90 percent of his time working in 
students' interests with the ad· 
ministration and 10 percent with the 
student senate. He said current Vice 
President Matt Weber is doing a good 
job, but is spending 99 percent of his 
ti.qle working with _the sen~te. 
"I'm an average student, and 
I'm here to serve average 
students" 
1>r 
"I would like the vice president to be 
responsible for the executive branch.'s 
expenditures each month,'' Fish said of 
n· SG 's $1.16 miliion budget .. He added 
id that more accountability for funds us-
~ ed'by the president is needed, as well as 
u- "accountability for what the cabinet 
officers are actually doing there.' ' He 
or wants to require the . presidnet. to 
to publish his budget expenditures every 
month. 
IW 
Fish said he would like to see the 
unallocated reserves from ·activities 
and service fees revert to students. 
That money would come either as a 
. ce credit toward each student's tuition ac-
·n· count or would be set up as a loan pro· 
as . gram offering students a three to four 
.p- month pay-back period, he siµd. · 
;ee 
Fish said he spoke with state 
m· legislators, who ' 'thought it was a good 
idea." He added that the program 
m· would p:r;obably have to be set up at the 
ha state level. · 
Fish has served in the senate for two 
t.ke brms and introduced one piece of 
ity legislation, a bill to name the patking 
ius lots after characters from "Camelot". 
ro· A 19-year-old sophomore at UCF, · 
dle Fish is majoring in criminal justice 
\C with a minor in both psychology and 
tps religion. 
ble 
ius "I'm an average student, and I'm here to 
~11 serve average students" 
Monty Knox 
• Decre~se the number of senate spon· 
sored tra:vel bills 
• Increase voter awareness through 
strong SO advertising 
Yice presidential candidate Monty 
Kno~ stressed "more involvement bet-
ween executive and legislative bran-
ches" as a key to stronger student 
government. -
A sophomore at UCF, 21-year-old 
Knox has served in three sessions of 
the student senate, most recently as 
the L~gislative Judicial & Rules Com-
mittee chairman in the 15th student 
senate. 
In his two years at the university, 
Knox has introduced two bills, one on 
fire prevention measures for portable 
classrooms and the other on funding 
grills for the dormitories. He acted on 
the services committee and. the Elec· 
tions & Appointments Committee in 
the 13th student senate. In the 14th 
senate he served on the Legislative, 
Judicial & Rules Committee. 
Knox said, ''The first step to a 
strong student government is rapport 
between the elected officers. The se· 
cond is that the vice president must be 
well-informed. 
Knox s.aid he would like to see a book 
exchange established,' which would 
"The first sj;ep to a strong SG is 
rapport between the elected of-
ficers" 
give students. cheaper rates · on used 
books. He said he would also push for a 
decrease in the number of travel bills 
passed by the senate and would sup-
port ''more relevant issues'' such as 
poor campus lighting conditions. 
Other proposals Knox w9uld work 
for include a 24-hour study area, and 
increased advertising by the student 
senate. 
"Only 2 percent of the student body 
voted in the last elections," Knox said. 
He said if advertising increased stu· 
dent involvement in student senate or 
campus committees, then advertising 
would be worth it. 
Knox is majoring in political science 
with a minor in history . . He said he 
plans to attend law school to study in-
ternational or constitutional law when 
he ~aduates from UCF. 
Photos by Pam· Gimson. Profiles 
compiled by Carolyn Riebel, Roger 
Simmons, Donna Howell, Julie Norris 
and Kathleen Foronda. 
Stan Halbert 
• Maintain a strong, smooth running 
senate 
• Improve UCF lobbying efforts 
through the USSA 
Student body vice presidential can· 
didate, Stan Halbert plans to maintain 
a smooth-running senate, if elected. 
Halbert wants to "keep a good thing 
going,." and explained that he woµldn't 
make any drastic changes to the way 
SG 's current vice president, Matt 
Weber, has bee!l conducting senate 
meetings. 
Halbert, 21, is a senior political 
science/pre-law student and has served 
in the 14th and 15th studen~ senates. 
Halbert has served on the Student 
''I want to keep a good thing go-
i~g and bring out some good 
projects next year" 
Services Committee, Activity and Ser· 
vice Fee Committee, Clubs and 
Organizations Committee, and an ad 
hoc syllabus committee. 
The covered bike rack' project and 
the standardization of room numbers, 
created to aid handicapped students, 
are two of the 12 pieces of legislation 
sponsored by H~bert dtiring his two 
years in the senate. 
Halbert has also introduced seven 
peices of legislation, including a resolu-
tion to continue funding of the univer-
sity's Equal Opportunity Program . 
Besides the · SG senate, Halbert has 
also served as Black Student Union 
Vice President. He said the added ex-
perience in parliamentary procedure 
gives him an edge over his opponents. · 
Halbert said he doesn't foresee hav-
ing problems working with any of the 
presidential candidates if he is elected 
vice president. He said he.would like to 
improve communication between the 
executive and legislative branches 
through weekly cabinet meetings. This 
year's SG administration had pro· 
blems because "the right hand didn't 
know what the left hand wa~ doing," 
he said. 
Halbert said he is running . for vice 
president because he WQuld rather 
''work with 40 or so people and turn 
out projects than to be president a~d 
work out administrative details." 
Rob Rotter 
• Open senate roster to allow debate 
from constituents · 
' • fush for expanded typing facilities 
Vice presidential candidate Rob Rot-
ter said his four years of experience in 
the studei:it senate would enable him to 
direct senators "throogh a maze of 
rules" in the senate and guide them 
through the proper channels to imple-
ment their ideas. 
In senate meetings, Rotter would 
like to allow students the chance to 
speak their opinions, and would not 
close any parts of the meeting, as has 
happened four times in the senate this 
year, he said. 
Rotter has .served on the Rules, 
Budget, and Rules and Elections com· 
mittees in the senate from 42 seats to 
31 seats. 
Rotter has also introduced legisla-
tion to establish the typing room in the 
Student Center and keep it operating, 
and .legislation to start a book ex:. 
change. 
As vice president, Rotter said he 
would push to get more free campus 
phones that allow students to call free, 
hire a student to act as counsel for 
other students going to UCF's traffic 
court, and try to get more street lights 
· 'I can help senators find their 
way through a maze of rules' 
along the bike path on Alafaya Trail. . 
Rott~r said he would also work for a 
large typing room with an expanded 
schedule anQ a student bookstore. 
Rotter plans to heighten student 
awareness of SG by publicizing the 
results of student surveys and possibly 
noting senators' arguments next to 
SG 's weekly advertisement on senate 
action. · 
Another plan Rotter hopes to imple-
ment is that of allowing students to 
draw up their class schedules on a year-
ly basis, rather than individual 
semesters. "It would be tentative and 
subject to change," he said. 
The 25-year-old candidate is a senior 
at UCF, majoring in education. 
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WUCF loses student appeal 
Has this university lost its student radio station? The 
consensus of many of its former listeners is yes. 
- WUCF-FM is still staffed by a talented group of 
students, but there is a difference between a student 
radio station and a student-staffed radio station. The dif-
ference is who calls the shots. . 
In WUCF's case that man is Station Manager Keith 
Fowles. Fowles, a career service employee, was hired to 
run the station when it was realized that the public rela-
tions power of an 8,000 watt radio station is· awesome. 
No one could argue with the motives of the administra-
tion or the WUCF boar~ of directors in wanting to have a 
qualified, experienced professional to oversee the opera-
tions of such a powerful outlet, especially when the strict 
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission 
~involved. However, Fowles' position should be one of 
advisement, not management. 
Students should be. choosing the music they want to 
play on their radio station. When funding problems arise, 
the students should be given at least a few months to 
secure funds for the format they support. This simple 
consideration was denied the students in this case. 
The format ~hange was handled poorly. No one has any 
reason to doubt the extensive experience of Keith Fowles. 
However. Fowles' contention that funding for the old for-
mat was not practical would only have been strenghthened 
if he had allowed his student staff tO fail in finding an 
·alt.ernat.e source. 
In any event, WUCF will continue to produce it's fine 
University Magazine, continue it's superb coverage of 
both home and away sporting events and it will continue 
to provide the strong public service coverage of special 
events like the recent nuclear freeze debat.e. · 
One can't help but feel frustrated, however. It seems 
that a campus radio station, no matter what it's wattage, 
should at least attempt to reflect the interests of those 
who enable the campus to exist in the first place. 
Credibility a key factor 
Hellfire and brimstone editorials about the voting 
privilege always seem trite and condescending, ·par-
ticularly when they are aimed at the college-level in-
tellect. · 
Voter apathy, however, continues to be a major pro-
blem on this campus, as well as other campuses across 
the country. It is important to make your voice heard for 
the simple reason of the credibility of your elected of-
ficials. 
You wouldn't buy a house without a foundation or a 
pair of shoes with no soles, why should legislators in 
. Tallahassee and Washington buy the arguments of an SG 
president with no constituents? Michael E. Griffin 
Editor in chief 
A good newspaper, I suppose, is a nation · talking to 
itseH. Arthur Miller 
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Editorial board endorseIDents 
Kiser best qualified for SG President 
After careful evaluation of 
the p_latforms and experience 
of the candidat.es, the Future 
editorial board endorses 
Senat.e Pro Tempore Dave 
Kiser for the office of student 
body president. 
Kiser's reputation in the 
senate is well-known. His 
fellow senators voted him 
senator of the year in 1982. 
With this kind of support we· 
feel Kiser will be able to 
provide effective leadership 
for the student body without 
the constraints of political in-
fighting that have marred 
past presidential programs. 
Having served on every 
senat.e committ.ee, including 
the powerful Activities and 
Service Fee Committee, Kiser 
has a working knowledge of 
the problem8 and pot.ential of 
Student Government. He ac- . 
tively supports the students' 
needs through programs to 
increase Student Center fun-
ding, to provide better 
graduat.e student represen-
. tation by creating a number 
of student senat.e seats for 
them and to implement ·a 
much-needed book exchange. 
While·stressing the need for 
balance between campus and 
state representation, Kiser 
admits his lack of direct lob-
bying experience. This, 
however' should not be a 
problem, since Kiser has 
already demonstrated his 
ability to work with qualified 
lobbyists who . are traiiled to 
handle those duties. The 
student body president 
should concentrate his 
energies on campus-related 
issues and Kiser's 3Y2 years 
as a· senator amply qualify 
him for the position. 
Although his plan to 
reestablish the yearbook in 
our opinion is premature, it 
indicat.es his desire to im-
prove the university's image 
Dave Kiser 
and student involvement on 
this campus. 
Any political candidat.e is 
effective only with the sup-
port of his constituents. 
We again stress the need 
for students' participation in 
this 1983 election. Major 
issues and programs are at 
stake and our full endor-
s~ment of Kiser is an ex· 
pression of concern for the 
bett.erment of all students at 
UCF. 
The Editorial Board 
_ Halberl will eDsure smooth-running senate 
StDHalbert 
The Future endorses Stan 
Halbert as UCF's next 
. student body vice president. 
Halbert' s experience in 
chairing committees and 
practicing parliamentary 
procedure far outweigh his 
opppnents'. 
Halbert has served in the 
14th an~ 15th student 
senates and introduced and 
sponsored 19 pieces of 
. legislation . this year, in-
cluding a resolution to con-
tinue funding oJ the univer-
sify's Equal Education Op-
portunity Program and a bill 
to provide dormitory students 
with covered bike racks. 
He has also served on the 
Student Services Committee, 
the Activity and Service Fee 
Committee, Clubs and 
Organizations Committee 
and the ad hoc syllabus com-
mittee. 
In addition t.o his experience, 
~bert also served as the 
Black Student Union's vice 
president and chaired weekly 
BSU senat.e meetings. 
Halbert proposes t.o main-
tain student body Vice 
President Matt Weber'·s 
policy of running an efficient 
senate. Halbert also wants to 
improve communication bet-
ween SG's executive and 
legislative branches by 
urging the SG president t.o 
hold weekly cabinet meetings. 
With two lobbying 
organizations, UCF will then 
have two strong voices in 
From our readers 
·Washington. 
If elect.ad, Halbert' s ties 
with · the United States 
Student Association will 
druble UCF's lobbying efforts. 
SG is currently a member of 
the American Student 
Association. 
This candidat.e seems t.o be 
very level-headed and has 
gOocl rapport with his fellow 
senators. Halbert is per-
sonable and sincere; two 
qualities necessary to get 
senat.e respect and support. 
Through his accomplish- . 
ments the board has seen that 
Halbert has the ability to lead 
the senat.e and will keep his 
promise to continue the im-
pressive kind of work that the 
15th student senat.e has ac-
complished thus far. 
The board hopes that 
st\ldents -take note of its 
decision and that they will 
support its student gover-
nment by v~ting March 22 
and23. 
The Editorial Board 
Religions too wide, too diverse for 'absolute truth' 
Editor 
A few weeks ago Julie 
Norris denied the possibility 
of any neutral ground regar-
ding the acceptance of Jesus 
as t4e son of God, lord and 
savior. Many truth-seekers 
confront extreme difficulty 
concerning these claims 
about Jesus. 
The gospels' quotation of 
Jesus' words aren't readily 
acceptable. We can't 
establish that those words 
are really Jesus'. Jesus' at-
testation can't be confirmed 
because gospels were writ-
ten no less than fifty years 
after him. Apostles' ac-
counts of· Jesus, as argued 
by Norris, could be from a 
secondary source. 
Can the gospels be iden-
tified with the authorship of 
the named apostles? 
However frustrating it may 
seem, gospels, as they are, 
can't be attributed to the 
respective apostles, because 
appearance of gospels and 
apostles' time aren't coeval 
either. No book can be 
marketed without definitely 
identifiable authorship. 
Somehow, such authen-
tication becomes totally 
unimportant only i'n matters 
of ~ltimate truth and salv'a-
ti on. Chronological 
precedence of Paul's books 
to gospels is another puzzle 
to determine · the original 
Christianity. 
Why are there so many 
religions? Did God reveal all 
of them? What are the 
criterias of identifying 
truth? What is the source of 
confusion that is deluding 
peoples of different faith in-
to what they believe to be 
true, but two or more con-
tradictory things can '.t be 
true at the same time? 
Truth-seekers can't gamble 
their salvation without fin-
ding answers to these ques-
tions. 
The same and fundamen-
tal concept of God brought 
by Abraham, Joseph, David, 
Moses, Isaiah, Jesus and 
Muhammad that "there is 
only one God; He doesn't 
have any image, partners or 
associates in spirit or flesh" 
stands far stronger to the 
truth-seekers than the 
claims about Jesus on the 
basis of ter.tiary sources. 
Mohammad Omar Farooq 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
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Spraker endorses Halb~rt for vice president 
Edit~r: 
I am writing this letter as 
a concerned student who is 
actively involved in the Stu-
dent Government and other 
organizations on campus. 
The. presidential and vice . 
presidential elections are 
very important annual 
events that will in some 
manner affect every stu-
dent attending UCF for the 
next year. 
Therefore, in voting · for a 
candidate for each of these 
offices, students should con-
sider the qualifications and 
background experience, per-
sonal attitude and dedica-
tion to each position for the 
entire year. 
Stan Halbert is, beyond 
compare, the only candidate 
who meets all of these 
specifications for the office 
of SG vice president. 
Stan has served in the 
14th and 15th student 
senate and has been the 
chairman of the Student Ser-
vices Committee for the past 
year. He is also a member of 
the Clubs and Organizations 
Committ.ee and the syllabus 
ad hoc committ.ee. 
. He has also served on the 
powerful Activities and Ser-
vice Fee Committee this 
past year, hence he has the 
experience necessary for 
dealing with a budget of 
over a milion dollars; which 
SG is responsible for 
allocating to the various 
groups and orga~ations on 
campus. 
Stan Halbert was also the 
Black Student Union vice 
president this past year, 
thus being ·behind a podium 
is nothing new to hini. His 
knowledge of parlimentary 
proce~ure, the respect he · 
has earned from other 
students. and his willingness 
to make a. full commitment 
to the . students leaves no 
doubt in my mind, and 
hopefully no doubt in your 
mind, that Stan Halbert is 
the only candidate for SG 
vice president. 
Cindy Spraker 
Arts & Sciences 
Seat2 
Rotter contends his experience make him best candidate 
E.ditor: 
Students at UCF are in-
volved in many different 
nonacademic activities ' on 
campus, including the 
· various business, engineer-
ing and educatiOn clubs, art 
and music groups, greek 
organizations and sports, to 
mention just a few. Mine is 
campus politics! I am a ~an­
didate for vice president of 
the student body. 
To be an .effective vice 
president, .a candidate must 
be well prepared to handle 
problems as they arise. 
There is no substitute for 
first-hand knowledge of past 
ev~nts in SG. I've served in 
SG on and off for about four 
· years as a student senator. 
I'm currently a senator and 
a member pf the rules com-
mittee . . I'-ve been a former 
chairman of the rules and 
election committee and a 
former member of the ASF 
budget committee (2 yrs.). 
I've served under several 
vice presidents and have 
discovered their strengths 
and weaknesses. I have a 
working knowledge of 
parliamentary procedure 
and senate rules of pro-
cedure, having helped write 
and review them. 
To be effective, a vice 
president must perform cer-
tain functions. 
He must be a ne-utral 
referee at senate ·meetings. · 
The senate is our most 
powerful branch of the 
government. A vice . presi-
-dent must guide the senate 
through the various mazes 
of rules, ego conflicts and 
misinformation to complete 
its tasks. 
It's the job of t.he vice · 
president to end all secret 
meetings forever! The 
government must operate in 
the oper;i ·at all thnes and be 
open to input from it's con-
stituents. 
Rob Rotter 
Pagell·A 
In the event of a run-off election, the Future 
will again publish endorsement letters from our 
readers. The letters must strictly adhere to the 
letter policy printed below to be considered. 
~ 
TYPICAL 
u.c.F. 
YOTEI\. 
Letter Policy 
Letters to the editor· must 
be delivered to the.future by 
5 p.m. on· the Monday" before 
publication. Letters must be 
typed, double spaced on a 
60-spaced line and should 
not be more than 250 words 
in length. All letters must be 
signed. with the author's 
phone number to be con-
sidered for publication. 
Under certain cir-
cumstances, ·writers' napi~s 
will be witheld upon request . . 
All letters are subject to 
editing. 
Some letters may be 
designated as guest 
editorials at the editor's 
discretion, with the permis-
sion of the writer. All sub-
mitted material becomes the 
copyrighted ·property of the 
Future newspaper. 
LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
·' 
111115-35 111115-24 
(Biii establishing S.G. scholarshlp program) (Funds for the completion of the Mini-Baja project) 
This "legislation, Introduced by Chairman Robert Burkett, redirects In- Mary MacArthur Introduced this bill, which alloc·ated funds for the 
terest monies earned from available A&SF funds Into an account for a completion of the Mini-Baja project. The _Mini-Baja Is an all-terrqln 
- scholarship -program. Applicants for the "Students Serving Students" vehicle which Is buJlt by engineering students and entered Into com-
scholarship must have full-time status, maintain a 3.0 GPA, and demon- petition. Good luck! · · 
strafe financial need. Respectfully submitted, 
Resolution 15-19 Dave Kiser 
(Denoul".'clng any·state de-emphasis on higher education) Preildent Pro Tempore Senate . 
The resolution, Introduced by Chairman Stan Halbert, wholehear-
tedly denounces any large-scale budget cuts .In educational areas In- SENATORS RES. BILL BILL BILL BILL RES. BILL 
eluding financial aid funding. The resolution also 9alls for a revision of 
the Post-Secondary Education Planning Committee report. 15-19 15-38 15-35 15-32 15-24 15-22 15-40 Spraker, Clnd_y B B B y y y A 
111115-38 · Johnson, Luci 
y y y _; 
(Allocating money to the Air Force ROTC Color Guard and Drill Team for Payos, Corlos A A A y y y y Green, Dorl c c c ~ 
equipment purchase) 
Pro Tempore Dave Kiser Introduced this bill which will provide money Knox, Monty L L L N 
y N N 
to Air Force ROTC for the purchase of equipment for their Color Guard Posslen, Richard I I I . 
y A A y 
and Drill Team . . 
Skagg~. Tim M M M N A A 
Panllllo, Eva . A A A y y A N 
Resolutlon 15-22 Halbert: §ton T T 
T . y y Y. y 
(Resolution requesting the repeal of the new Federal Withholding tow) Johnson, K. I I I N A A N 
The Introducer of this resolution, Susan Jay, felt that the new Federal Fish, Richard 0 . 0 0 . 
y y y y , 
Withholding Law) Thakkar., cheetra N N N · 
y y A y 
The Introducer of this resolution, Susan Jay, felt that the new Federal Harriman, Sherri 
y y N · N 
Withholding Law on Interest and· dividends Is an unfair burden on Gill.John · N 
y y y 
students. As o result, this resolution was written to express our feelings on Raymond, D. N 
y N y 
this Issue. 
Bush, Janet y y N N 
Jay, Susan y 
. 
y y A 
111115-32 
Rotter, Rob y A y N · 
(Amending the Legislative Statutes to reapportion the Senate as amen- Joseph, Sam A A A 
ded) Britton, Keith A A A 
This bill, Introduced by Senator Mark Geary, reapportions the Senate MacArthur, Mary-
y y y N 
for next fall. The size of the Senate will be reduced to 30 next year. Randolph, Tom N 
y N y 
Geary, Mark · y A A A 
111115-40 
Feuerstein, Jim y y .v N 
(Allocating money for a speaker program) Adams, Deborah A A A 
Senator Richard Posseln Introduced this bill to help pay for the "Josh" Burkett, Robert N A A A 
speaker.program. Josh Is speaking on "Love, Sex, and Dating." Kiser, Dave '( y N N Daytona A A 
Brevard A A 
-
I 
. ~ 
,;;. 
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affording quality clothes on a college budget 
isn't easy - until you discover Mars halls 
[•••J ALTAMONTE SPRINGS: Route 436, just west of the Altamonte Mall at the new Oaktree Plaza. 
fiii!i!!iiJ • open Monday thru Saturday 9:301.m. to 9:30 p.m. • Marshall1 refund pollcy ... Slmply return your • use our convenient layaway 
~ open Sunday 12 noon to 5 p.m. purchase with your sales sllp within thirty days 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
, 
• 
.. 
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Debate-------=-------------------'-----------pageta-A 
"First, we will rescind the 
Declaration of Independence," 
Freeman said. "Then we'll establish 
our own royal family by crossbreeding 
presidential family members.'' 
Freeman spout.ed off several com-
binations, notably, John-John Ken-
nedy and Amy C~r. 
"If no conceptions come of this, 
· then Richard Ni.Xon will be named 
king-he's the only American with 
experience,'' Freeman said. 
"David Bowie will be appointed 
(America's) honorary Queen Mother," 
and "public transportation · will be 
bann~ from running punctually," he 
said. 
Freeman praised Thatcher's 
behavior during the Falklands snafu, 
saying that she "wanted to emulate 
American TV-to bravely go where 
no man has gone before.'' 
Freeman concluded by again 
praising England-"A country where 
men are men and sheep are scoared." 
· Most of Kavanagh' s speaking time 
the reenactmen:t of the Boston Tea 
Party. 
The crowd held imaginary torches 
and tiptoed in place to Boston Har-
bor. 
"Get those tea chests up on your 
.shoulders-but not .the people 
ra1"1"'tnna the flint torches," he com-
Buy-Trade-Sell 
Desks, Beds, Dressers, Steroes, 
T.V.'s, Sofas, Bookcases, .Kitchen, 
Coffee & End tables, etc. 
677-6569 
Phll-Am Imports 
P.O. Box 565 . 
Goldenrod Road 
Orlc;;uido, Fl 
32733 
was based on audience participation: ...._ _________ _ 
---~-----------------------~------------------------~, 
Attention Englne~Hlng Sophomore~ 
If you complete your sophomore year this spilng you can become a 
Junior In the high-technology field of naval architecture and marine 
engineering (NA&ME) at the University of New Orleans. However, you 
should take two sophomore NA&ME courses this summer. For details, 
write to the School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, 
University of New Orleans, P.O. Box 1098, New Orleans, Louisiana 
70148. An equal opportun~ty/afflrmatlve action employer. t 
. . I 
----------------------------------------------------~ 
COMPUTER DATING SERVICES. 
We can help you find someone 
· You can relate to 
We can help you find Sf!meone 
. " You can relate to 
Appllcants who Join before 
Mar 31 wlll be eligible for 
'211 discount ,...----
Computer Dating &Services 
P.O. Box4082 
Winter Park, Fl 32793 
The Frame Bar 
Soft Contact Lenses 
$65 
15,o Off All Frames 
89+6642 . 
Next to Ronnies 
Master Cord or Visa 
NEED MO.NEY 
-
To finish your degree? 
$3.3 BILLION is available If 
you know where to find it. 
Last year $142 million in 
scholarships, grants and fl· 
-nancial aid was un-
claimed. 
We GUARANTEE SOURCES 
for you 
Write: 
SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH 
(A computerized service) 
Box 47, Dept. U. 
Candler, Fl 32624 
mantled. The audience then dumped 
the imaginary tea overboard. 
J3utler closed the program. 
· ''Through dis.logs like this, we 
really have a chance t.o better under-
stand underdeveloped countries,'' 
Butler said. 
"If you're ludicrous enough to do 
that·, you simply can't support this 
ridiculous proposal,'' Kavanagh said. 
After the audience vot.ed for the 
proposal, UCF debate coach Jeff 
~ , 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME DESIGN 
Interview skills · training to.ensure hiring 
Cover letters for professional acceptance 
Proficient typing & word processing services Including term papers and theses 
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation 
Role playing & video tape counseling to practice voice, posture 
& body language 
Job placement - fee paid and non-fee paid 
Ilrlarido · 
~nsultants, inc. 
"An Investment In your future." 
894-7726 
2111 E. Michi an Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806 
The Great 14K Gold Rush 
SALE 
NO ONE in Orlando can 
beat our ·prices. 
We wi.11 show you how to 
buy gold by weight. 
Stop paying chain store prices for gold 
Look 
18 '' lmm herringbone chain- $19.95 
7 " lmm serpentine bracelet- $8.95 
Gateway Jewelers le Distributors 
-- 7426 U'11verslty Blvd • 
Aloma 
University Blvd 
-
FREERJ.NG 
CLEANING 
Chain solders • $4.80 
Ring Sizing • $9.50 
Watch Cleaning -.$17.50 
678-4973 
· Hot Sandwiches 
Monday 
25¢ Draft 
81.75 Pitcher 8-11 
cARR1E NAT1oN'S 
.. _ TAVERN ' I 
Special Di~counts 
Day&Nite 
Friday 
TueSday 
All Imports 81. 00 
Wednesday 
Micheiob& 
Michelob lite 
85¢ Bottles 
Thursday 
Ladies Nite Free Draft 
For Ladies 8-10 
D-J & Dancing 
., 
We now have 
long neck 
. Buds. 
* Speeial: Happy Hour 
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft 
A11 Imports 81 .00 
M-F 12 til 7 
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297 
81.00 off any · 
Pitcher 8-11 
S~turday .. 
,, 
Happy Hour 8-11 
D-J & Dancing 
Sunday 
All Day·& Nite 
20¢ off all cans 
and bottles 
50¢ off all pitchers 
: >?" >< ~ 
8 
s 8 8 8 s 8 "'! 8 s a s s a a x s a a a • a s a a s s s a a a * a a a * a a . a a >< x x se5e >c::w :x ::w: • · 
. 
-
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RICHARIJ 
POSSIEN 
Student Body President 
YOUR VOICE 
IN STUDENT 
. . 
GOVERNMENT 
* Diverse & Active Cabinet 
* Increase PR for Student Government to help eliminate apathy 
* Maintain present drinking age . * Longer spring break 
* Build or continue relations with the administration 
* SG subsidy of Peer Advisemt:nt and 0-T~am 
* Increase input from students into Executive branch 
Richard, What is the biggest problem facing 
Student Government? ·The greatest obstacle for SG is to 
overcome apathy. SG can have good leaders an~ $1 .5 million but is 
this of any value if we students don't have interest or knowledge of 
the services, progratns and people that make up SG? This problem 
can not be ·ignored and I am the solution to the problem. My back-
to-the-basics approach to leadership .is exactly what is needed to 
establi~h a foundation of good relations with the students that SG is 
charged to represent. . 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .• . -.. 
I ' 
United Faculty of Florida 
(A ·Progressive Union) 
The preeminent mission of the United· Faculty of 
Florida is to win higher salaries, better health and 
other fringe benefits, and stronger protections of 
individual rights. · 
But that is not all that UFF works for. UFF's leaders 
and members believe .. that a union has socia-1 
responsibilities· as well. 
That is ~hy UFF supports equal opportunity and 
affirmative action programs in education and in 
employment - in hiring, retention, and promotion. 
lf.s also why UFF is active in voter registration 
drives, in the peace movement, and in many other 
effor:ts to ·build a more just and equitable sOciety. 
UFF's role as a progressive union is en~anced by 
its recent affiliation with the. Florida Teaching 
Profession-NEA and the National Education 
A~iation, the largest unions of educators in the 
· state and nation. 
Like UFF itSelf, FTP-NEA and NEA.are committed 
to organizational democracy, . to im.proving the 
well-being of educators and the quality of . 
~ucation, and to social justice. NEA, for example, 
filed amicus curiae briefs in support of the affirm-
ative action plans challenged in the DeFunis, 
Bakke, and Webber cases {and is now preparing 
another brief in support of minority police officers 
and firefighters in Boston); NEA· was also 
instrumental in win"ing natio.nal. observance of 
· Black History Week {February 6-12 this year). And 
NEA's executive director is head of Citizens 
Against Nuclear War, a national movement. 
By joining UFF/FTP-NEA, you can make a contri-
bution not only to your ·own well-being and 
security, but also to the building of that more· just 
society in which education itself will flourish . 
more strongly. 
_For information ·about UFF membership and UFF I. 
FTP~NEA programs, see the campus UFF 
presiden~. 
UFF University of Central Florida Chapter, 319 Library, ext. 23PO Rosie Joels, President, ext. 2161 
FTP•NEA Phyllis Hudson, Membership Coordinator, ext. 2562. 
TI-IE HIGHER EDUCATION.AFFILI ATE OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOC IATION ANO THE FLORIDA TEACH ING PROFESSION -NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
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Senate------------ trompagel-A 
returns to a 3.0 the next semest.er. 
The senate also voted to reappor-
. tion itself. The bill, introduced by Sen. 
Robb Rott.er, provides for 31 senate 
seats, down from the present 42 seats. 
help construct this year's entry to the 
Mini Baja project passed. MacArthur 
called the project a "swamp buggy." 
The senate also passed two 
resolutions. Halbert's resolution: 
denounces . any state large-scale 
budget cuts in educational areas and 
further decreases in financial aid fun-
ding. -
The reapportionment by colleges is 
as follows: arts and sciences, nine; 
business, seven; engineering, five; 
education, four; health, liberal studies, 
Brevard, Daytona Beach, South 
Orlando Campus and "at large," one. 
In other senate action: 
The UCF Air Force color guard and 
drill team were allocated $1,019 for 
equipment purchases. The bill, in-
Sen. Susan Jay introduced a 
resolution that requested the U.S. 
Congress to repeal the new federal 
withholding law: 
troduced by Kiser, passed 
UMhimous}y. 
Set!- Mary MacArthur's bill to give 
the engineering department $670 to 
The law taxes 10 percent of all in-
terest on savings and dividends 
beginning July 1. The resolution will 
be sent to Gov. Bob Graham and U.S. 
Senators Lawton Chiles and Pa~ 
Hawkins. 
Kilbourne--------- ~pagea-A · 
·air brush masters. 
These ads persuade women that 
they are abnormal if they do not con-
form to the advertised image; thus, 
the products advertised sell. 
One ad which Kilboµrne referred to 
carries the caption, "Does your 
husband wish you had larger 
breasts?" It pictures a depressed-
looking woman, who, though lovely 
facially, is being chided by a man 
because her breasts are small. 
Kilbourne said that an extremely 
masculine male is often portrayed in 
liquor ads to create a desirable macho 
image for the drinker. She said this 
image encourages alcoholics to drink 
to achieve some ·sort of machismo. 
Liquor ads eveµ encourage ex-
cessive drinking just for the sake of . 
getting drunk, she said. An. example . 
of this is an ad picturing cases of 
empty champagne bottles with the 
caption, "Several good reasons for 
getting married.,, 
Liquor is sometimes featured as the , 
reason for festivity, instead of con-
tributing to festivity, Kilbourne said. 
''Weekends were made for Michelob'' 
exemplifies this charge, she said . 
Recently, violence has subtly in-
filtrated advertising, Kilbourne said. 
Several examples she presented were: 
a picture of a woman's sleek and sexy · 
legs, with a Doberman pinscher's 1 
jaws wrapped around an ankle; an ad 
with two men assaulting a young 
woman, all donning leather clothes, 
and the caption reading, "When you 
really want to wear leather"; and 
another ad for shoes featuring a 
woman sprawled out on a tile floor, a 
wine glass to her side, and a hand 
mirror with the image oh man in it to 
her right. 
"It certainly looks like rape or mur-
der," Kilbourne said of the latter 
image, '!and it's casually being used 
to sell.'' 
Kilbourne said that advertisements 
Although Kilbourne readily admits 
her presentation is subjective, she 
believes advertising must be 
examined to discover the underlying, 
unconscious, and manipwative in-
fluenee it can produce. 
She said, "One of my major goals is 
to bring these hidden messages out 
into the open_ because it wµI reduce · 
the power of advertisers and will give 
it back to us.'' 
Kilbourne is a graduate of Boston 
University (l,lld has worked for the 
British Broadcasting Corporation. · 
She is currently assistant director of 
the New England Screen Education 
Association. 
. A weight loss program that 
puts you in control. 
Now, from America's foremost manu-
facturer of naturally sourced nutritional 
products ... the Shaklee Slim Plan. 
Safe. Clinically tested. Innovative. Helps 
you easily shed unwanted pounds and -
keep them off. 
You get 100% of the quality nutrition you 
n·eed while you los·e weight plus more 
support and mor-e scientific know-how 
than any other weight loss program 
in America. 
Shaklee Slini Plan. Proven to work for 
people just like you. 
Free confldentlal consultation 
call for appointment 
Dows Associates 422-3268 
Iii! Guarantee· 
If for any reason a Shaklee product 
is not satisfactory, return it to your 
Independent Shaklee Distributor or 
Shaklee Corporation for exchange 
. or full refund. · 
The Shaklee Independent Distributor logo is a registered 
servicemark of Shaklee Corporation. 
and movies corit.aining violence such • • • ... 
as this indirectly contribute to the d 
rising percentage of women who are ' " ------- 't be .... oppe • killed by their husbands in the United .---.• an ~ 
States. She said that of all women.-• 1 h•rt offer C m~dered, 41 percent were killed by I Th.IS •S I thell' spouses. 1. ' . -shirt, for men and The $60 billion per year advertising I no·-- This red ~ whl~~ :f 500/o combed cotton 
industry "tells us who we are and I Order , .. •. . wo:~~~,~~l~n sleeves. o· 
what we should be," according to I ter styled with three ~thl~~c;~rte~\snirt (no cash, please) t · 
Kilbourne. . I and 500/o podlyes he~\< or money order or . -
Please sen a c r. hirt otter She charged that advertising I Seagram's 7 Crown;~ 
distorts reality. Ads predominantly I po. Box 725, D~f~4~1 
feature white people, a 2-1 ratio of I Lubbock .. Texas 
men over women, heterosexuals, I . Name--_:__------1-.-p _""_" -------~­
beautiful women and the healthy, I 
masculine breadwinners. Kilbourne I College------~--=---,: ____ _..:__-----
added that only 13 percent of I Address.- ------- Zip __ _ 
American households are really like I ---:--:-:----:--~-=--~state1 ------ ucFs34 
w ~ s. I Adult sizes only. Specify quantity. I T-shirt@ $4.95 ea., s_ M_ L_ XL_ Amount Enclosed$ . 
L Offer expires January 31 . 1984. No purchase necessary. New York residents add 8. 25% sales tax. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment . .I ----------~---------------------------------
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Don't 
Gamble on Burglary 
SECURE YOUR· HOME! · 
• Join with neighbors to make your street safer 
• Install keyed locks on sliding glass doors 
•Have auxiliary window locks . 
• Use peephole viewer before openin~ door 
•Light all entrances . 
•Trim shrubs back from doors and windows 
Write for a .free booklet: 
Attorney General's Office 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
Governor's Council on Crimin~I Justice 
Am.alil~---------...---------...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii---------------------------------------------------- _____________ ... ____ -"' 
Take Charge At 22. 
In most jobs, at 22 care of sophisticated 
you're near the bottom equipment worth 
of the ladder. . millions of dollars. 
In the Navy, at . It's a bigger chal-
22 you can be a leader. lenge and a lot _more 
After just 16 weeks responsibility than 
of leadership training, most corporations give 
· you're an officer. You'll you at 22. The rewards 
have the kind of job are bigger, too. There's 
your education and training prepared a comprehensive package of benefits, 
you for, and the deci~ion-making au- including special duty pay. The starting 
thority you need to make the most of it. sala:ry is $17,000-more than most com-
As a college graduate and officer panies would pay you right out of college. 
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular promo-
to making.you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will 
camp. Instead, you receive professional have increased to as much as $31,000. 
training to help yo·u build the technical As a Navy officer, you grow, through 
and management skills you'll need as a new challenges, new tests of your skills, 
Navy officer. . r - - - - - - - - - - - , and new opportunities 
This training is NAVY OPPORTUNITY w 206 to advance your edu-
1 INFORMATION CENTER I designed to instill P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ o7oi5 cation, including the 
confidence by firs't- . I D I 'm ready to take charge. Tull me more about I possibility of attending 
the Navy 's officer programs. ((?)G) hand experience. You I I · graduate school while 
Nam"'--~---------learn by doing. On I First (Please Print) Last I you're in the· Navy. 
Address Apt. #---
your first sea tour, . I City state Zip_ I . Don't just take a 
you're responsible for I Age.__ tCollege/University I JO~. Become a Navy 
managing the work of :J:Year in co11eg •GP officer, and take charge. 
up to 30 men and the I •Major/Minor I Even at 22. 
Best Time to Call I I Phone Number (Area Code) 
I This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to fur· I 
. k~~w~~fie %.;~e :~~;:;n;:;;~n U:-d1e~~~~~e ~~eek?~~· o~h~a~~r~o:i~ L ~ r::hi::o::I'.:. ____ ~ 9~ J 
· . Navy Officers 
Get Responsibility Fast. 
• 
• 
Sectio"B· 
Altered Stat. e· s I An experiment in relaxation becomes a 
. . . . frightening trip. deep inside the m _____ in..,_d ___ ~··-
by Mike West 
Contributing writer 
Having read about the effects -of 
sensory deprivation, I was curious 
about the latest developments in so-
called isolation tanks. So when a 
friend in Winter Park invited me to 
lie in his homemade tank, I ac-
cepted. 
Driving to my friend's apartment, 
my mind reeled with memories of 
''Altered States.'' William Hurt ven-
tured into an isolation tank and 
almost didn't make it back-as a 
man. 
What would happen to me, I 
wondered. Where would my mind go 
when shut off from all sights, 
sounds, smells and touch? 
Jeb, the inventor who built the 
tank, had been wa,rming the water 
for several hours. Parking my car, I 
was tempted to skip the whole ex-
perience, but I had come too far to 
turn back. I entered the apartment. 
Jeb led me to the room where the 
tank sat. The room was empty, ex-
cept for a seven-foot long, shiny-
black object that resembled a round-
ed coffln. The forboding capsule 
rested on two wooden tracks in the 
middle of the bare floor. 
Sitting in an eerie glow, which 
filtered through red curtains on the 
windows, the tank seemed more like 
a living womb than the fiberglass 
construction that it was. The hinged 
door in the top was open to reveal a 
Concert sce·ne 
Entry hatch of homemade isolation tank. · 
completely white, opaque interior; · 
slightly sinister and yet somehow in-
viting to the would-be mind traveler. 
J eh briefly described how he had 
· constructed the tank with two 
surplus aircraft nosecones. He 
leaned over and checked the t.em-
perature of the epsom-salt solution 
which partially filled the tank, saying 
that the solution was so highly con-
centrat.ed that I would float well 
above the surface. Jeb then left the 
room and closed the door. . 
As I began taking off my clothes, 
my mind wandered back to the infor-
mal research that I'd done on altered 
states of consciousness. I recalled 
the theory on sensory deprivation 
that said if you cut your mind off 
from all stimulus input, it has 
nowhere to go but inside it~elf, and 
it will create its own stimulus". But 
what awesome forces lie in the deep 
recesses of our minds? 
I climbed into the tank, sat down 
and closed the hatch. As I lay back 
on the smooth blanket of warm salt 
water, I was overwhelmed by the 
deafening silence. 
Within minutes, my muscles 
It's persona I _ 
Photo by Mike West 
tingled as one by one, they settled in-
to a stat.e of relaxation they had never 
known. I soon forgot I was attached 
to a body at all. 
For the first 15 minutes or so (I 
couldn't really tell time) I knew at 
least that I was lying in a horizontal 
position. Soon, that perception 
began to change. 
I began sliding sideways and 
downward, as .if floating down a 
river. The movement was slow and 
gentle at first, but gradually got 
Tank, page 3-B 
'Lonely in Baltimore' provides twisted profile of society 
. . 
by Rod Durham 
Future staff 
Personal columns-may seem like a 
perverse topic for a book. Certainly 
there are more bankable subjects 
than classified ads expressing the 
need for love, companionship and 
sex. But fortunately author Ray-
mond Shapiro found this subject in-
teresting, and _!J.e makes the s~bject 
of classified personal ads shine· in 
·"Lonely in Baltimore" (Random 
House, Inc.). 
The term, author, may not be ap-
propriate since Shapiro compiled 
350 ads from publications across the 
·country. His selections· . va·ry 
drastically . 
There are some furiously funny 
ads, as in "MESSED-UP WHITE 
MALE, 29, physically unattractive, 
intellectually bank.rupt, seeks 
similar female pig/dog for mutual 
abuse, possible group suicide. All 
replies ignored.'' 
. Or, "FORMER PLAYBOY BUN-
NY tired of indiscriminate pin-
ching-looking for more personal 
touch. If requested, will send piece 
of tail. Inquiries answered." 
Some ads may be a bit of a shock 
to readers. "155, BALD, , TRIM, 
BEARD into lite S & M ~y sex. 
I'm looking to submit to an uncut, 
25-40, ripe, wild kink stud. Please 
send your fantasies, photo, phone. 
Hurry!" 
And Shapiro even includes distur-
bing ads, "WHITE MALE, 18, . 
desperate for help," a case in point. 
But some ads are just d~wnright 
tedious. Luckily, artist Arnie 
Levin's humorous cartoons pop up 
just when the ads seem to bog down. 
"Lonely in Baltimore... is a 
diversely funny book at best. And 
unlike the Sidney Sheldon/Harold 
;Robbins best-selling trash, this book 
Is intentionally funny. 
Warren Zevon's lat•st musical surprise 
by Wayne Starr 
Future staff 
Sitting in the balcony, waiting for 
the night's headliner, we played that 
favorite of concert-goers' 
games-"Name the o_pening 
number.'' 
" 'Excitable Boy,' " somebody 
said. " 'Wild Age,' " said somebody 
else. 
But, when a lone figure walked on 
stage the ·crowd was taken aback. A 
thousand people had flocked to the 
beautiful Tampa Theatre expecting 
to hear the somewhat morbid rants 
of the manic madman we'd come to 
love on vinyl, and what were we go-
ing to get? An acoustic set. Just us 
and the thin, gaunt-looking 
songwriter. 
A Jame~ Taylor or a Paul Simon, 
someone who specializes in sweet 
melodic tunes, could effectively play 
his· repertoire a~oustically. But 
Warren Zevon, whose subject mat-
ter ranges from drug pushers to 
headless Thompson gunners to 
Nicaraguan jungle S.W.A.T. teams, 
needs seari:t;J.g bass lines and poun-
ding percussion to make these songs 
work. 
Give the man an ''A'' for effort. 
You have to respect anybody who 
would attempt such a radical move 
in 1983, when 98 percent of what a 
rock fan hears has either been over-
dubbed,. synthesized, multitracked 
or electrified. Unfortunately, Zevon 
just couldn't pull it off. 
Luckiiy, however, some of Zevon 's 
best works are his ballads . and these 
came off without a hitch. 
But it was the other material, the 
raucous tales of violence and 
mayhem, that didn't fare as well. 
The lawlessness of ''Frank and Jesse 
James," the psychotic insanity of 
"Excitable Boy" and the Lynyrd 
Skynyrd tribute, "Play it All Night 
Long," all lacked that certain 
something, that power that really 
drives these tunes home. 
Warren Zevon is a talented 
songwriter and adequate musician 
who not only puts out high quality 
music but is also willing to take 
chances. Anybody who sings about 
Brue~ Springsteen, Jackson Browne 
and John Hurt walking "with the 
Queen doing the "Werewolves of 
London '' is OK in my book. He was 
also OK in the books of a thousand 
apppreciative fans last Saturday 
night. 
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A guide to the Winter Park art festival 
I School Thespians 
Considered one of the most prestigious shows in "Spice" (steel band music) 
1:30p.m. 
the Southeast, the 24th annual Winter Park 
3:30p.m. 
Sidewalk Art Festival unfolds March 18-20 with a March 20 (Central Park stage) 
variety of art, music and dance. 
Free entertainment will be provided for the three-
day festival, centering around two stages: the 
Centennial Performing Arts Stage in north Central 
Park and a temporary stage set up at New England 
Avenue and Park Avenue (in front of Barnett Bank). 
For a listing .of activities, check the handy schedule 
below. -
March 18 (Central Park stage) 
Winter Park Junior High School Band 10 a.m. 
Opening cerei;nonies 11 a.m. 
Rosie O'Grady's Good Time Jazz Band 1:30 p.m. 
Seminole Dance Company 4:30 p.m. 
"Family Night in the Park" 7-10 p.m. 
featuring "The Family Tree" and Al E. Gator (Florida Festival), 
Ballet Royal and "One Day in Hog Holler Gulch," an original 
. melodrama presented by the S~unshine Cloggers 
March 19 (Central Park stage) 
NavyBand 
Theatre on Park (Broadway musicals) 
Awards presentation (for artists) 
Florida Symphony Orchestra 
lla.m. 
12:45p.m. 
2:30p.m. 
5p.m. 
10.a.m. 
11:45a.m. 
Florida Wind Ensemble 
UCF Jazz Lab Band 
Bradley University (Illinois) Choral Group 
Southern Ballet Theatre 
March 20 (Barnett Bank stage) 
The Dance Company 
Bob Rose and Friends Oazz) 
Buckles and Bows (cloggers) 
lla.m. 
lp.m. 
2:45p.m. 
4:30p.m. 
Noon 
2p.m. 
3:30p.m. 
In addition to these events, a Youth Art Exhibit, a 
collection of nearly 4,000 artworks by Orange Coun-
ty students, will be on display between the railroad 
tracks and the Winter Park Chamber of Commerce. 
Since parking near the festival grounds is limited, 
minibuses will run from the Winter Park Mall, Lake 
Island Recreation Center and the northeast corner 
of Aloma and Lakemont avenues to New York 
A venue and Morse Boulevard. Friday the buses will 
run on regular schedule but on Saturday and Sun-
day they will run in 20-minute intervals from 9 a·.m. 
to 7 p.m. Rides a're 25 cents. 
Bicycle racks will also be set up on West Park 
A venue and near the post office near the north end 
of the park. 
Festival goers are reminded that no dogs, 
alcoholic beverages, skateboarding or rollerskating 
will be allowed on art festival grounds. 
New concert series bring~ 
R 'n' R to Daytona Beach 
by Wayne Starr 
Future staff 
Daytona Beach, the mecca for 
thousands of sun worshippers from 
the distant climes of the North. It's 
easy for us natives to take the sand 
and surf for granted. 
But now, there is a new appeal for 
coastal culture-live rock 'n' roll. 
With the sponsorship of Camel 
cigarettes, WDIZ and 600 North 
club, a series of beachside concerts 
will be presented through April 3. 
The complete schedule of 5 p.m. 
shows: 
March 21-A Flock of 
Seagulls/Poly Rock 
22-Greg Kihn Band 
26-Bow Wow Wow/The 
Members 
30.:._The English Beat 
31-Modern English 
April 1-Lene Lovich 
3-George Thorogood 
/Berlin 
According to Bob Church, WDIZ 
program director, the shows will be 
held on a big stage constructed on 
the tennis courts of the Plaza Hotel, . 
a setting chosen to ensure musical 
e~posure to a maximum number of 
people. "We want everybody to be 
able to enjoy these shows, including 
those · under age 19 who can't nor-
mally get into clubs to see these 
bands,'' Church said. 
While the shows were set up to 
correspond with the spring breaks of 
northern colleges, Church emphasiz-
ed that the sponsors hope to attract 
local residents as well. "It's just 
starting to get warm and we hope all 
those people who've been inside for 
. the last few months will come out to 
Daytona to get a tan, have some fun 
and hear some top-notch rock 'n' 
roll,' 1 Church said. 
Despite the lack of an admission 
price, Church does not expect any 
major problems. "Sure, we'll have 
some traffic jams and probably a 
drunk or two, but if everybody 
works together and cooperates, this 
could turn into an ann·ual event, 11 he 
· said. 
I want you ... 
(to read the ~utile) 
The annual Future parody 
issue, the Futile, will be published 
April 1. We want your help. Just 
type up your favorite funny story, 
scathing satire or tacky parody 
on anybody or any aspect of UCF 
and bring it to the Future office. 
Deadline for all articles is 
March 28 so get cracking. We'll 
even use your name (if you 're dar-
ing enough to risk it.) The 
Futile-not just another pretty 
face. 
A perilous moment for Margot Kidder and Robert Hays. 
At the Movies 
by ~od Durham 
Future staff 
"Trenchcoat", the new Disney 
release, is an amusing, silly movie. 
Sometimes the story borders on the 
absurd, but stars Margot Kidder 
and Robert Hays make such an 
engaging couple and the film has so 
many likable moments that the au-
dience enjoys the result. 
Margot Kidder portrays an aspir-
ing mystery writer, Mickey Ray-
mond, who goes to Malta to research 
her next ,iovel. While on a guided 
t.our of a local museum, a man is 
murdered and robbed of a postcard. 
When his killer sees approaching 
policemen, he slips the card into a 
rack near a small souvenir conces-
sion. 
Not a minute later, Mickey 
unknowingly buys the postcard and 
sets herself up for all kinds of in-
sidious intrigue. 
Director Michael Tuchner makes 
am impressive debut in his first 
feature film while - novice screen-
writers Jeffrey Price and Peter 
Seaman keep the action interesting. 
Tuchner also lets the audience enjoy 
the beautiful location footage of 
Malta. 
Kidder does a good job of bringing 
her comic-book character to life. She 
is fascinating to watch because her 
performance is mainly asexual. She 
makes an , attractive private eye, 
with her baggy trenchcoat and tilted 
hat, and she shows for the first time 
her marvelous. flair for physical com-
edy. 
Robert Hays, most known for his 
role in the "Airplane!" films, gives 
substance to a thankless supporting 
lead role that usually goes unnotic-
ed. He is charming and his rapport 
with Kidder comes off naturally. 
Their scenes together never appear 
forced. 
Last year, Disney set a new trend 
with the release of two fine adult-
oriented motion pictures, "TRON" 
and "Tex." "Trenchcoat" may not 
fit in those categories exactly, but it 
succeeds as light, fun entertain-
ment. 
• 
• 
• 
... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Tan k----from page 1-B Conting Attractions ... 
faster. I was soon in the midst of 
rapids, bobbing swiftly with the 
speedy current, but toward where? 
Was I still in the tank? 
I began to hear slow, heavy 
breathing and a loud, steady heart-
beat. 
As the breathing got heavier, I 
began floating_ on small waves. 
Again, what ·had started out as gen· 
tle motion turned into six-foot 
waves in the middle of the ocean. 
"My God! I thought. How can I be 
riding six-foot waves in a tank only 
three feet high?'' 
The third time I lay down I began 
spinning. As before, I found myself 
in an uncontrollable situation-in the 
center of a whirlpool, spinning at 
tremendous speed and being pulled 
toward the bottom. When I stopped 
this final time, I decided to get out 
of the tank. 
I stood up and toweled the sticky, 
salt water off my shaking body. I 
walked across the room to get my 
watch and see how long I'd been in 
the tank. What had seemed like 
hours had been about 45 minutes. 
Perhaps everyone should ex-
perience an isolation tank at least 
once. In an age of industrial anxiety 
and high blood pressure, a sensory 
deprivation tank could prove to be 
therapeutic; the ultima~e in relaxa· 
tion. · 
Something is gnawing at me 
though. Questions for which I don't 
have answers are still racing 
through my mind. What lay at the 
end of that river? What ultimate 
truth lay at the bottom of that 
whirlpool? · 
Maybe I'll never know. Then 
again, maybe the answer lies within 
the mind, only-revealing itself in the 
confines of that coffin-like tank. 
Nocturnal Romance 
"Romantic Night,'' an evening of 
German-music and poetry, will 
feature the poetic works of 
Moerike, Eichendorff, Hesse and 
Rellst.ab, March 18, at 8p.m. 
Musical aecompaniment for the 
readings will include works by 
Strauss, Schumanrt and Schubert. 
Presenting the readings will be 
Finley Taylor and.Km:l·Heinrich 
Barsch, who will be accompanied 
by the musical int.erpret.ations of 
Dr. Gary Wolf and Elizabeth 
Wrancher. Admission is 'free to all 
students. 
Happy Birthday 
The former cowtown of Kissim-
mee celebrates its lOOth birth· 
day March 18-27. The event has 
. drawn national attention and the 
centennial celebration will be 
featured on ABC TV's ''Good 
Morning America" on March 24. 
For details about scheduling or 
admissions, call 847-2821 or 
write Kissimmee City Hall, 101 
N. Church St., Kissimmee, FL 
32741. 
·On The Road 
The State Touring Repertory of 
the Southern Ballet Theatre will 
present its state tour premiere 
March -25-27 at the Valencia Per-· 
forming Arts Center on the East 
Campus. All reserved seat 
tickets are $7 .50. For more infor-
. mation, call 628-0133. 
Hot Flesh 
The UCF Art Gallery has open-
ed its latest exhibition titled 
"Skin," a collection of sculpture 
by Cheryl Brogdanowitsch and 
Judith Page. The Gallery, 
located in HF A 305 is open 
Monday-Friday from 8:30 
a.m. -4:30 p.m. 
Grab Your Can 
Ardent guzzlers are invited to a 
Beer Can Show and Sale, March 
20, from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at the 
Huntly Inn in Lakeland. 
Interested can collectors can 
take exit 18 off I-4 on U. S. 
98 in Lakeland. 
In Concert 
•Hot jazz: The elder statesman 
of jazz, Billy Taylor, brings his 
trio to the Bob Carr Performing 
Arts Centre, March 26, at 8 p.m. 
Featured with the trio will be a 
variety of musical groups from 
the UCF music department as 
part of Kaleidoscope 1. Tickets 
for this one-time show are $25 
and $10 and are available at the 
music department and Cen· 
troplex outlets. 
• Signals: Canadian trio, Rush, 
will be at the Lakeland Civic 
Center Arena, March 20 (1f it's 
not sold out yet), at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $12.50 at -Select-a· 
Seat outlets. 
• ~ng-haired music: Th~ Guarneri 
String Quartet will perform ~t the 
Peabody Auditorium in Daytona 
Beach, March 2o, at 8p.m. Student 
tickets are .$4, adults $8 and are 
avaliable at the Ultimat.e. Sound in 
the Volusia Mall of by calling (904) 
252-1511 x-407. 
Bookstore Spring Sale 
If Spring is here ... 
can Sutntner and beach ,parties ~e ·far _behiri~? 
ARE YOU READY?' 
IF NOT! 
. VISIT THE BOOKSTORE'S SPRING SALE 
MARCH 21 thrll 25th, 1983 
~ym Shorts 
Tank Tops 
Ladies Shorts and Tops 
T-Shirts 
20% off 
Paperback Best Sellers and good summer readi:t~g 
While you relax in the sun! 
THIN THIGHS IN 30 DAYS 
50¢ off ocer price 
JANE FONDA'S EXERCI~E BOOK 
$3.00 off cover price 
(While supply lasts) 
Register for FREE Prizes! (8:30 a~m. to 5:00 p.m., M-F) 
to be given away between 4 p.m. & 5 p.m. Friday, 3/25(83 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
''Students Serving Students'' 
Located in SC 200, Call .us at i1s-2191 
,'open Weekly From 9 to 5 
CENTRALIZED SERVICES LEGAL SERVICES 
Discount Movie Tickets 
. East-West Expressway Tokens 
Discount Film Service 
Theatre Tickets 
Landlord -Tenant Problems 
Consumer.Problems 
_Noncriminal Traffic Cases 
Dissolution 
Typing Service (With ·1.D.) Name Change 
---------------------------------------------------
---------------~----------~---~----~ 
Hours-9to 9 
Located at Student Center Main Desk · 
Phone 275-2060 
Located in SC 210 
CaH For Appointment 
Phone - 275-2538 
X - Rays and Checkup 
~~------------~--------------
. Located in SC 219 
Call for Appointment · . 
Phone 275-°2413 
Centralized Services -
Stude'nt Center Main Desk 275-2060 
MOVIE TICKETS 
· Eastern Federal 
Northgate4 
Conway Twin 
Orange Blossom 2 
AMC 
SGPrice 
$2.50 
Reg Admission 
$4.00 
Your Savings 
$1.50 
Interstate 6 
General Cinema 
Se..min.ole 
~ltamonte 
Parkwood 
Fash ion Square 
Wometco 
Park East and West 
· Dinner Theatres 
Once Upon a Stage 
Theatre On Park 
Area Attractions 
Disney World, Magic Kingdom Adult 
Sea World . 
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission 
Busch Gardens 
Epcot Adult 
Epcot Junior 
Epcot Child 
Silver Springs Adult 
Silver Springs Child 
$13.25 
$15.25 
$13.50 
$9.50 
$3.50 
$10.75 
$13.50 
$12.50 
$10.50 
$6.50 
$4.75-
(All Movie Tickets) 
$15.75 
$16.95 
. $15.00 
$10.75 
$5.25 
$12.50 
$15.00 
$14.00 -
$12.00 
. Photo Film Developing (see Centralized 
· Services price list) 
. $1.50 
$1.70 . 
s1.50 · 
$1.25 
$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.50 
$1.50 
$1.50 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
l • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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~~sss~~~~~~;sss~~~~~~;sss~- ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"' I Game Stre~t U.S.A. ·I Learn how to take · 
better care of yourself 
and your family, , 
call Red Cross . 
r.t!'l A Public Service of This Newspaper ~ & The Adverlisong Council 
American 
Red Cross 
We'll Help. 
WillYOu? 
J. 8 Tokens $1.00 I 
~ Games I I Pole Positions I 
~ Q'Bert Popeye 3-D Subroc Joust ~ 
~ Tron Robotron Super Pacman PacMan Plus ~ I Donkey Kong Donkey Kong Jr. Stargate Time Pilot ~ 
~ Galaga Zaxxon Ms. Pacman Dig Dug ~ 
~ Moon Patrol Tutankham Centipede . Kangaroo ~ · 
~ Phoenix " Space Duel Scramble Uarkon ~ 
~\ ~ 
~ 3012 N. Goldenrod Rd. I 
I· sun.11am-1pm (Belmont Plaza) 15 A ~ 
~ M·Thllam-IOpm 677 4430 ~ ~ F~S llam·l2mld • · ~ 
~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,J 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@r 
r---....--------· I Shake I 
I BuylsMke· ' a I 
I getlFREE I l · expires 2t26l89 I 
f iq,11u11~<l!f< Dlh·~ · 
i . . 
) 
678-0637 ,~.o~ 
I 1et oae tw ~­
.. 
Enjoy · 
The Festival 
. With 
HCiagen-Dazs 
@ ® 
The ice cream dedicated to perfection! 
DOUBLE SCOOP 
CONE FOR THE 
PRICE OF A· 
SINGLE. 
Show this ad. 
116 E. New England Avenue 
1/2 Block Off Park Avenue 
Across From Barnett Bank 
644-1161 
Valid During the Art Festival Only 
Corporate Offices 
4524 S. Orange Blossom Trail 
Orlando, Florida 32809 
Introduces 
The UCF STUDENT DISCOUNT 
Just present your student 1.0. and get 
$1.00 Off 
t.he price of each album or tape purchase 
Also check out our great selection of records & tapes 
acc,essorles, Imports, noveltles, and audiophiles. 
Colonlal Plaza'Mall Kissimmee Miii Creek Mall (Kiss) 
I 
894-3555 846-8555 ' 
Interstate Mall 
331·4884 
Sliver Pines Shopping Center 
298·3555 . 
Sale Merchandise excluded 
Coming Soon . 
This p·arty is rated 
A Benefit Concert For 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Friday, Apri~ I 
NO FOOLING! 
Next Week 
JJACO~ llUE.~ST Only 
l 
1. 
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@REDKENS~LONPERSCffiPTION•CREDKENSAL~ 
~ , . . · . . · ~ Azeem H.airstyting ~ 
I ~"'· .· ~-<~~~-<c. · · 4"' ! ~ ~ ~ y r"'~  ~~~"J ,,., ~ ::.::· TheScientificApproachtoaTotallook (j)~ ~~ ~'\)~~C~,f~10\\0 . . .r,ecQ,':J~ ~ Q. for Men ·and Women .. .lnchides Hair Analysis n 
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H3dN01VSN3~03H@ ·•NOll~H3SH3d NOivs~ 
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS 
Sealed Proposals will be· received at Division of Purchasing, Administration Bldg., University· of 
Central Florida Campus, P.O. Box 2500, Orlando, FL 32816 (An Equal Opportunity Employer), 
where they are publicly open and read aloud. The University reserves the right to reject any 
or all bids or accept any part . 
. •.•. . 83-5-5 . . .... 
t SALE OF SURPLUS PROPERTY: 3Teletypes ·contact D. Douglas 275-2243; 15 Steel Drums approx. :{ :l~~: 800 gallons waste engine oil contact R. Neuhaus 275-2471. 1 Compuwriter IV Fontstrip Model :i~~: 
1366 25406 contact Mike West 275-2865; 3 Brake Drum Lathes, 2 Vacuum Pumps, 1 Scrap Star-
ters, Generators, two 55 gallon drums of scrap wire contact J. Clark 275-2471; 1 Hearse 
Codll.lac contact B. Goldsby 275-2265; 1 International TravelAll K. Lawson 275-3326; 3 1974 
M~rcedes Benz Susses, contact R. Seacrist 275-2422, 1 Puffer-Hubbard Food Warmer, 2 Cold 
Water Dispenser, 1 Shelf from Work Table & other Cafeteria items, 1 File, s9fe, 2-draw fireprqof 
Diebold contact Jim Clark 
G.C. Horton, Ms 
.Director of Purqhasing 
. . 
COLLEGE ENGINEERS 
Design your future in the United States Air Force 
Here ·is a no~nons.ense prop_osition 
from the USAF. 
You want to formulate a career with a company that's recognized as a leader, 
offering the kind of challenges you welcome-. You want the rock- solid_ security in · these economically shaky times; we'll provide ii . 
You want the opportunity for advancement , you'll have it . You want up to the minute equipment to work with in ·a modern facility, we've 
got it ! When you join the United States Air Force you can be assured that your career path will take you exactly wher.e you want it to. 
Why take chances with something as ·important as you! future ?_ 
Sgt. Fred Almand, 4640 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando, Fl. 32809, [305] 851·8593. 
AIR FORCE .. . . . . • • • • • .. .: • • • • ·- • ,' • - .. .. r • • · , • • • 
• 
• 
• 
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Sports week 
Lady Knights end season 
·with a loss to Tu~kegee 
by Mike Candelaria 
Future sports 
The UCF women's basketball 
team last weekend closed out its 
season after losing 83-68 to 
Tuskegee Institute in the first round 
of the Division II national cham-
pionships in Valdosta, Ga. 
The team ended its season 25-5. 
In the opening riiinutes against 
Tuskegee, both teams played slug-
gishly. Then as the first half pro-
, gressed, Tuskegee used its superior 
quickness to gain an advantag~. The 
half ended with the Tigerettes 
leading, 41-30. 
In the second half UCF battled 
back and closed the gap to six points 
with seven minutes to go. However, 
the Knights' rally was stalled by 
poor shooting. Throughout the half 
they worked the ball well to get good 
shots, and in the final minutes, 
Tuskegee used the Kriights' inabili-
Sports 
view 
byLeeLemer 
: Sports editor 
Optimism in 
the spring ·is 
just -a dream 
. ·All around Florida, major league 
baseball teams are exercising the 
traditional rites of spring in their 
training ballparks. 
As in the past, mai>.y of last year's 
less successful managers entered their 
camps wit~ a song of optimism 
playing from their hearts. Maj or 
league managers have never been 
known to be short on optimism 
during spring training. 
·Every year, this select group of 
managers converge on their camps 
with the attitude that this could be 
the year they turn their cellar-
dwelling ballclubs into legitimate 
:Pennant contenders. Unfortunately, 
most of these same managers will end 
up having their hopes shot down long 
before the fourth of July. 
The problem with spring training 
optimism is that it's often unfounded. 
Managers will spout off about their 
new and improved ballclubs even 
when the only personnel change over 
the winter was firing the batboy. This 
is unfair. Baseball fans have the right 
to know when their manager is 
snowing them. If . the fans are loyal 
enough to support a team through its 
ups and downs, then they have a right 
to know the real score. 
More often than not, pre-season 
managerial boasts accomplish 
nothing more than leaving egg on 
their faces. Optimism never kept a 
team out of last place. 
The logical solution is for managers 
to level with the press. If the team 
doesn't stand a chance, they should 
say so. At least that way, the fans are 
not misled. 
ty to score and broke the game open. 
UCF, normally a good shooting 
team, hit only 24 9f 46. free throws 
for 52 percent, and shot only 38 per-
cent from the field for the game. 
Dorine Van Tongeren and Susan 
Brase led UCF with 16 points apiece 
while Meg Schuler, Andrea Jackson 
and Marcie Swilley playing in their 
last UCF game, added nine, eight, 
and eight points. 
Despite the loss, the team enjoyed . 
a banner year. 
Among their accomplishments 
was the 25-5 record, a 12-0 mark in 
conference play and a .No. 10 ranking 
nationally in Division II. 
The team loses three seniors, 
Schuler, Jackson, and Swilley, but 
has a talented corp returning for. 
next year. Among those are three 
starters Karen Harvey, Van 
Tongeren and Brase, plus the first 
substitute, Beverly Knight and two 
promising freshman, Susan Patz 
and Christine Strahl. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
Lady Knights' Andrea Jackson drives to the hoop in a regular season g~e 
against Florida Southern. Jackson was one of the three seniors on this year's 
. t.eam. 
Knights' ninth-inning r~ny falls short 
against a tough Lewis University ballclub 
by D~ Russo 
Future sports 
A thr_ee-run-ninth-inning rally by 
UCF came close, but was not enough 
to pull out a win Monday afternoon 
against Lewis University at home. 
The Knights lost the game 8-6. 
The loss was the Krugh ts' second 
in three games. On Sunday the 
Knights defeated Virginia, 7-6, but 
lost to 10th ranked, Di vision I 
Michigan, 10-4. 
Against Lewis, UCF scored three 
runs in the bottom of the ninth with 
the help of four walks by two Lewis 
pitchers, a bloop single by Jay 
Wollenburg and an infield hit by 
Jeff O'Dell. Lewis used three pit-
chers in the ninth before shutting 
down the Knights' threat. 
Of fens! vely for the Knights, 
Wollenburg had two hits and drove 
in two runs. UCF pitcher. Louis 
Mendez lasted until the seventh 
inning and then was relieved by 
righthander Rick Marcello. 
Head coach Jay Bergman said his 
players . are trying, but feels the 
breaks just have not come their way. 
"It's hard on the players," Bergman 
said. ''The games have been so close. 
But, they keep hanging in there." 
Bergman said the team's inconsis-
tant pitching has been a factor, too. 
with their offensive power, as O'Dell 
had three hits, a double and two 
singles, and Wright hit three 
doubles and drove in four runs. 
In the second game Sunday 
against Michigan, left-handed junior 
John Flynn gave up 11 hits and 10 
runs in pitching a complete game. It 
was the second complete game of the 
day by the UCF pitching staff. 
Bergman said he would have 
taken Flynn out of the game, but 
said he had nobody else to bring in. 
In the Virginia game on Sunday, "I had no choice but to leave 
senior right-hander Tom Foy (3-0) · Flynn in," Bergman said. O'Dell had 
pitched his third complete game of three of the ·Knights' six hits, in-
the season. Foy scattered eight hits eluding a triple, giving him six hits 
while giving up six runs. The for the day. Wright had two hits, 
Knights iced the game in the eighth giving him five for the day. 
inning when Tim Foskett walked. . The victory over Virgini~l and the 
Virginia intentionally walked the . · 1oses to Michigan and Lewis 
next ty.ro batters to load up the brought UCF's record to 9-13-1. 
bases, and then O'Dell singled in The Knights take on Georgetown 
Foskett for the winning run. this afternoon at 1 p.m. and go 
It was O'Dell's second game- against Sacred Heart tomorrow 
winning RBI of the season. O'Dell morning at 11. Both games are at 
and Kenny Wright provided yCF UCF. 
,t 
UCF's Tim Foskett slides safely into second base in the game last Sunday against Michigan. 
The Knights play Georgetown University today on campus. 
Ann Ransom/Future 
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UCF stuns 
Vanderbilt 
in ·tennis 
by Jeff Frederick . 
Future sports 
The UCF men's tennis team stag-
ed one of its biggest upsets ever 
by defeating Vanderbilt 5-4, in the 
March 11 home mat.ch. 
. 
Ann Ransom/Future. 
Head coach Eddie Krass was ex-
cited over the upset of the Division I 
power and predicted the win will br-
ing much attention to the team. "I 
see us as definite. national con-
tenders now. The entire country will 
have to sit up and take notice of us 
now. It has to rank as t.he biggest 
upset in college tennis ·this year,'" 
Krass said. UCF's Mike DeFranco powers a 
Vanderbilt had entered the match forehand shot. 
with only one loss in eight matches. 
lncluded'in those wins were lopsided Hannum, head coach of Alabama, 
victories over Rollins and the praised UCF as an up and coming 
University of Florida. power ·in college tennis, and said 
On Monday, the men continued that UCF is "opening people's eyes" 
their winning ways by defeating with performances like the win over 
16th ranked Alabama, 7-2. Steve Vanderbilt . 
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Sports Briefs 
Saturday, April 2 the UCF Foot-
ball Team will conclude its first ever 
spring practice session with an in-
tra-squad game on the UCF foot-
ball field at 3 p.m. Preceding the 
game will be a barbecue at 1 p.m. 
All students are urged . to attend. 
Tickets for the barbecue are $3 for 
students and $5 for non-student 
adults. The football game is free to 
the public. 
• • • 
The UCF Marketing Association 
is holding its first annual Coronary 
Classic Superstar's Competition on 
March 26 and 27. Proceeds will 
benefit the American Heart 
Association. This event will be an 
atlµetic extravaganza designed for 
community participation. 
Events offei:ed will range from 
basketball, golf and running, 
swimming, weightlifting, football; 
wrapping up the weekend with an 
obstacle course on March 27. Pre-
registration for events is recom-
mended and can be done by contac-
ting Cheria McNabb at 843-1330. 
• • • 
The UCF Women's Tennis Team 
lust. 9-0 to the University of 
Okalahoma on Wednesday mor-
'ning. The team takes on the 
University of Pennsylvania this 
morning at 11, and tomorrow they 
face the U.S. Air Force team on 
campus at 2 p.m. 
• • • 
Any women interested in playing 
Ultimate frisbee for the UCF Lady 
Knights' Ultimat.e team should 
contact Sue ·Hillmann at 277-2613. 
The team will compete in a tour-
nament in Miami on March 26-27. 
Ann Ransom/Future 
UCF women's player Bridgett.e J»aecual displays her two-fisted backhand 
return. 
Steak h Grand . ShaKe Re-Opening 
Now Serving 
Beer. and Wine 
Fish and Chicken · Mexican Dishes 
And Our Already 
Famous 
01~ Fashioned Steak Burgers 
& 
Hand Dipped Shakes 
443 N. Semoran Blvd . 
Corner 436 and Aloma 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Basic drills to be stressed 
in spring football practice 
by Lee Lerner 
Sports editor 
UCF head football coach Lou 
Saban will be stressing the basics 
"right from the ground up" during 
the next two weeks of spring foot-
ball practice. 
The team started practice last Fri-
day afternoon, and according to 
Saban, they will be working mainly 
on the basics of offense and defense 
through various drills. None of the 
players have locks on ·any positions . 
at this time,. Saban said. 
Although only a week into prac-
tice, the team has the right attitude 
for success, according to Saban. 
"They're working hard. They were 
anxious to get at it. They know what 
we've got planned and they know 
they're gonna have to go out and do 
it," Saban said. 
Last year the team went 0-10 inits 
first year in Division II competition. 
This year, however, Saban said that 
both he and the team have turned 
their backs on last year and are look-
ing forward to a fresh start. 
Much of this fresh start will' come · 
in the form of boosted financial · 
donations. 
Early projections from UCF 
Athletic Director Bill Peterson show 
that because of donations collected 
since December, the team has an ex-
cellent chance of funding the max-
imum 45 scholarships allowed for 
Division II teams. The department 
-.has collected about $150,000. The 45 
scholarships, each about $3,600, 
may be split up among the entire 
team, rather than just to 45 in-
dividual members. Last year, 
because of a lack of donations, the 
team split up only 15 scholarehips 
Because of these increased dona-
tions, the program has been able to 
go after some of the area's high 
caliber high school players. In the 
past, the program could not recruit 
actively with more prestigious col-
lege football programs, but both 
Peterson and Saban said they are 
very satisfied with the recruiting 
they've done this year. 
Knights' soccer team 
battles· Rowdies, Blizzard 
The UCF men's soccer team 
will get ~ taste of big league soc-
cer action this weekend when 
they face the Toronto Blizzard 
and the. Tampa Bay Rowdies of 
the North American Soccer 
League. 
Saturday at Rollins, the 
Knights · will square off against 
the Blizzard beginning at 1 p.m. 
On Sunday the Knights 
will battle the Rowdies at 3 p.m. 
The games, which were set. up 
by UCF coach Jim Rudy, are 
desiITTted to raise money for 
UCF's soccer program. Accor-
ding to Rudy, the games will also 
help the Knights prepare for next 
year. "This gives us a good 
chance to see where we stand," he 
said. "It gives us a chance to get 
the seniors exposed to the profes-
sionals. 
Eileen Samelson/Future 
Head football coach Lou Saban confers with his coaches on spring practice 
matters. The team continues ~pring practice through April 2, and then they 
will play an intra-squad game on campus. The team plays their first regular 
season game against Elizabeth City State on Sept. 3 in the Tangerine Bowl. 
I. 
~-H. 
.IOIPUIN 
Educatlon1I Center 
There IS a difference!!! 
Course 
SAT 
GRE 
LSAT 
Class Starting 
Mar24 
Aprll 14 
.~prll 30 
2'238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center 
We reserve the right to cancel any· class fer 
which there Is Insufficient enrollment 
Coll for details 
Days. Evening. or Weekends 
678-8400 . 
· Centers In· More Thon 80 Major US Cities . 
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada&. Lu ano Switzerland 
Future 
Management Positions Available 
Application Deadline-April 1, 1983 
The Future Newspaper is currently looking for applicants 
for 'he positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager 
for Summer, 1983. 
Editor in chief 
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly campus 
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises staff of 
student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and business 
department, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publication. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at UC;F, be 
at least a second semester freshman and must have been enrolled full time at the 
university since at least fall sem~ster of 1981. In addition, candidates must have worked 
for the Future for at least two semesters, which may include the spring semester of 
1982, and show their experience and/or academic achievement in reporting, editing and 
communication law. 
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone 
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by midnight April 1, 1983 to be 
considered. 
Business Manager 
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper, 
including th~ raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, 
payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production and staff of stu· 
dent salesmen and make-up personnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and 
serves as a member of the university's Board of Publications. Salary is $50 per week plus 
1 percent of all sales commission. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be 
at least a second semester freshman, and must have been enrolled full time at the 
university since at least fall semester of 1981. Candidates· must show their experience 
and/or academic achievement in business management. 
Application: Applications are available in the Future business office, phone 275-2865. 
' C.Omp.Jet.ed applications must be received by midnight April l, 1983 to be consider0d. · 
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Mark Geary 
WORKS 
for the· Students of UCF 
MARK GETS RESULTS MARK HAS EXPERIENCE AS STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT, 
MARK WILL WORK FOR: 
Voluntary Meal Plan . SG Executive Branch Sound Fiscal Management 
Restored Funding for Orientation and Orientation Team Member Two More Days for Add/Drop 
Peer Advisement . . 13th, 14th and 15th Student Senate A full week for Spring Break 
Passed Resolution Supporting 2 more Inter-Hall Council President A strong Athletic Program 
days for Add/Drop Admissions & Standards Committee · Increased Voter Registration 
Changed Voting Area to a central TKE Executive Committee A Twenty-four hour study room 
location · UCF Wrestling Team Captain Effective representation of student 
Raised $2000 for Orientation Food Service Opt-Off Committee needs 
Handbook Food Contract Evaluation Committee · Mature and returning student orien-
~~~~ 2 X Southeastern Regional Wrestling Delta Sigma Pi Business Fraternity tat1on t 
{ Champion Strong SG support for residence halls) 
j Obtained Readmission for many An improved road system J 
t students ~~~~ J Negociated Release of 83 out 86 stud- ~~j~ 
j ents who applied to get off Sum mer I 
{ Meal Plan ~~~~ 
!Ill Vote for Mark Geary on March 22 & 23 \lj\ 
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von von von VOTE VOTI VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTI VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOT = 
a 
''Keep A Good 
Thing Going'' 
e 
5 
> 
5 
> 
~ 
~ 
5 
> 
Elect 5 > 
5 
> 
5 
> 
ST AN HALBERT 
5 
> 
5 for SG Vice President 
> 
5 
> 
5 Quallflcatlons Goals 
· 2 Sessions In SG Senate 
1 year Chalnnan of Student Services Committee 
To serve as a bridge between the Executive and Legis-
lative branches 
> 
5 
> 
~ < ~ . To continue to give the senate the strong leadership that 
< 1 year as Vice President, BSU It's worked so well with .5 
s ~ 
< Served on: Activities & Services· Committee To continue to put UCF in the State and 0 ~ Clubs and Organizations Syllabus Committee National Limelight g 
g > 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Deadline: 
Monday at Noon eLASSIFIED Student Rate: · 50 cents per line 
for sale 
Students - Earn $5000 this summer painting 
houses In your home town. Am now hiring 
2B2B mobile home. Newly decorated. for manager and painter positions. For an 
Doublewlde. Adult park 1 ml. from campus. application go to Rm. 131, Administration 
$27,500. Ca'il 365-5973 after 9:30 PM. Bldg. 200 pos. open. 
1980 Chev. Citation 2 dr. hatchback. PS, PB. 
38,000 ml, Call 282-4142. 
Bicycle-men's 27" Raleigh. ·excellent con· 
dltlon, blue, quick-release wheels. Cost 
$300, sell $200. Ph. 277-1838. 
Contax RTS 50mm f2 Ml lens, Real Time 
Winder, W/I book & boxes, used as backup 
body, mint cond., $425, Omega DICHROIC 
B66 color XL enlgr, stabilized power supply, 
50mm/75mm lens kit with carriers, slide 
carrier, SCA-100 color analyzer, grain 
focuser, Gralab 300 timer, all with I books, 
I'm upgrading my system: all In- excellent 
con. , $500. Call David Bittle after 6 PM, 671· 
0944. 
2-yr. old 1.6 cu . ft. refrigerator for $70. New 
$140. Call 830-7629. . 
76 MG Midget, Excellent condition, $3000.or 
best offer. Call anytime, 273-1362. 
IJlshwasher, great buy, as Is $75. Call Nor af-
ter 6 PM, 277-0865. 
Photo darkroom-Beseler 23·C enlarger, 
Graylab 300 timer, many extras, 293-5196. 
Why rent when you can own? 
Clubhouse, pool, tennis courts, mini-golf, 2 
bedroom, 2 bath, screened porch, 1 mile 
from UCF. $23,'500. 365-3012. 
help wanted 
Part t~e retail sales, som.e lab work, some 
for rent 
MAITLAND Dommerlch Estates 4-bdrm/3· 
baths, 2 master suites; walk to great schools; 
.:txecutlve. Deposit. Lease. $680/mo. rent. 
Excellent condition. 628-5857 or 275-2763 or 
644-1647. 
Here's your chancel Classy 2-bdrm./2-bth. 
duplex 1 ml. from UCF. Wsh/dry. , dshwsh. 
Has cathedral celling, tiled ktch/bth. Fully 
carpeted, high class home. Tom, 275-3241 . 
Cambridge Circle now accepting rental 
reservations for Fall semester. Reserve yours 
now so you'll have one In August. Only 10 w/ 
2112 bths. left. $50 will guarantee reservation. 
Some current residents need roommates for 
the summer. No leases, roommate referral 
service Is free. Contact Jan at 273-0990 for 
details~. 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITYViLLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
typists 
knowledge of photog. required. Fast Foto EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term 
near UCF. 677-5558. papers •. theses, reports, resumes, etc. 
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., 
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call 
Bea. 678-1386. 
$106.80 dally working right In your own 
home. Your earnings fully guaranteed In 
writing. Complete details sent. Send a self· 
addressed, stamped envelope to: R.l.K., PO Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms. 
Box 2533,Welrton, WV 26062. IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp. 
---- · in any/all jobs. Call Marti-1 mi. from cam· 
People for Interesting committee work. J. pus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM. 
King, 629-5797. 
Typing service available, 11 years ex-
Natlonal company has a limited number of perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-
posltlons open for full-time summer em- 6257. 
ployment. If you are an above-average 
student who would like to· make $350 a 
week and earn college credit, call 678- Word processing: term papers, resumes, 
3062. newsletters, malling lists, 678-4857. 
Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr. Typing by exper. secretary. Reports, letters, 
to start. Call 671-7463, leave name & num- theses, dissertations. Low rates. Call Sharon, 
ber wl answering svc. 365-6101 . 
Typing/word processing: professional 
resumes, term papers, theses, reports, 
dissertations, etc. VERY REASONABLE RATES. 
Some editing. Close to campus. Last minute 
projects accepted. Call Cindy, 677-5083. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc-
tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation. 
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes, and typing. All work 
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time 
staff, all have college degrees. 24·hr. tur-
naround avail. 671-3007. 
Computer word processing, customized 
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. 
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-317~. 
TYPING-term papers, reports, manuscripts, . 
etc. High quality, affordable rates. Eves & 
weekends. Call 365-5989. 
Professional quality typing, term papers, 
reports, drafts , theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts, resumes, letters. IBM elec-
tronic. Competitive rates. 24-hour tur· 
naround. COii Virginia, 423-5588. 
Gay Community Services of Central Florida 
offering legal and medical referral, coun 
sellng, hot line with trained members & 
special activities. For Information call THE 
.GAYS (843·4297). 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, 
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control 
Cerder, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave. 
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422 
0606; or toll free 1·800-432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnfor 
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser-
vices . 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
009 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando 
898-0921 
roommates 
Responsible person to share a room In a 
walking distance condo .from UCF. Your 
share, $143 & utl. Phone 282-1389, call In 
AM. Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs. 
experience at · 1ow rates. · Call DAY or 
EVENINGS, 678-4360. Med student needs reasonable room or 
apt. for May, June. Murray Rosenthal, 867A 
----------------~ 46St., NY, NY 11220. 212-633-2968. 
wanted 
danted-travel companion for this summer. 
Bicycle or train travel preferred. Destination 
negotiable. Call Lyn, 282-1949. 
personal· 
••"VOTE"•• 
ROB ROTTER 
V.P. 
services 
Prepare for your MCAT exam. Exe. books 
and resources/Kaplan. $100. Guaranteed to 
help, much cheaper than prep. courses. 
Call Nor after 6 PM, 277-0865. 
Money for grad school!! Our compurers wlll 
find you graduate school scholarships 
available natlowlde. Guaranteed. Free 
details, write to National Student Services, 
PO Box 14131. Gainesville, FL 32604·2131. 
J1.£poc 
·C)@Jinic 
Individual Confidential Counselirrg 
Gynecologists 
3peaker Service 
2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK 
628·040S 
·roll Free 800-432·5249 
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Presidential and Vice Presidential Elections 
. . 
WIH·be held: 
TUESDAY .and WEDNESDAY 
·March 22·&. 23 
Polls located ·on Engine~ring green near kiosk 
Presidential Candidates 
DaveKiser . 
Richard Possien 
Mark Geary 
Robert Burkett 
Vice Presidential Candidates 
Richard Fish · 
Monty Knox 
Stan Halbert 
Rob Rotter 
Candidates are limited to a $420 campaign 
expenditure limit and must have met 
declaration of candidacy requirements. 
. 
.. 
